In School, you’re taught the lesson and then you’re given the test.
In life, you’re given a test that teaches you a lesson.
-Tom Bodett

Principal’s message
I welcome the chance to write something for our Eucy - a record in words and
pictures of life at KIS. The Eucy records the groups and individuals which
make up the culture and character of our school. I wish all the members of
our community every success in the future and in particular I wish the class of
2012 a bright, happy and successful future. I hope that you will treasure the
memory of your time at KIS.
The Eucy is a snapshot of life at KIS and in a small way demonstrates what
KIS stands for which is articulated our mission statement and values. We
believe our values are paramount in guiding us in our day to day life. Ours is
a diverse community and we appreciate and celebrate the fact that we are all
different and celebrate each day our diversity, our differences, our similarities,
our festivals, and our cultures.
We are a school that has much strength and I think that our students enjoy
numerous advantages at KIS, but perhaps more important than any is the
support they receive from staff, parents and friends of the school.
Thank you to all who have contributed to our students’ achievements and successes this year.
Regards,
Adrian Moody
Principal
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Vice Principal’s message

Dean’s message

“Like a roller in the ocean,
Life is motion, move on….
Like the sunrise in the morning
Life is dawning, move on….
How I treasure every minute,
Being part of, being in it,
With the urge to move on”

On arrival in Kodaikanal, one of the first things that caught my attention was a
stand of Eucalyptus trees or “gum” trees as they are commonly called in Australia. This caught my imagination and I began thinking of how they came to
be here and just how many there were now existing amongst the native flora
of Tamil Nadu India. Then to find that the KIS annual year book was called
Eucy really touched my heart. As an Australian and as a person lucky enough
to be able to live and work here for a period of time it was a welcoming aspect
of this great school.
KIS is unique but it is pleasing to find so many similarities between this school
and schools in Australia and Europe. The Residential and Academic expectations and routines are almost identical. So what makes KIS unique? I would
say that its setting – high on a mountain top and away from the heat of the
plains and forming the hub of Kodaikanal Community is certainly unique. KIS
has 19 “dorms” which are not dormitories but Boarding residences with about
25 students or less. KIS also has a sense of freedom that is not found in many
other schools around the world – freedom that has to be considered against
responsibility, safety and care. And certainly the relationships between students and staff are some of the best I have seen in any school.
The feeling of belonging to a school like KIS is always strong especially after
leaving/graduating. The bond of a Residential student of a school like KIS is
lifelong and usually very strong. This stems from living together and sharing
the highs and lows of life in a community setting.
To the class of 2011/12 I would say that looking back, what have you
achieved? What positive memories do you take with you of KIS? What did you
contribute to the future of KIS?
Looking forward – where will you be this time next year? What will you contribute to the future of KIS in terms of maintaining the KIS traditions but also
to ensuring KIS remains a school of choice for future students from around
the world? What will you expect from KIS when it is time to send your children
here?
One special thing will be the realization that you have been a part of a unique
school, that you have lived in a special part of the world and that you have
been a part of an excellent group of young men and women, who can make a
difference in the world.
And you can always come back – you are always welcome. You are KIS!

-The BeeGees

The `Class of 2012’ stands at the dawn of a new phase in their lives. Many
years ago, you were given as a `gift’ to this world. A short time spent with
your families and life brought you to this beautiful school. Now you are poised
to re-enter the world, to be `gifted ‘back to it. It’s a time to pause and reflect on your journey thus far and treasure the moments of joy, discovery and
learning that you have experienced here: triumphs in the classroom and on
the field, highs and lows shared with dorm-families, the grandeur of nature
in these serene hills. Remember with gratitude those who have guided and
moulded you – families, dorm-parents, teacher and friends. Hold on to your
value system, your work ethic and most importantly your humanity. It is these
qualities that will help you in your life long education.
As you prepare to leave KIS, take with you all the blessing she has showered Confidence gained as you have grown in knowledge of yourself and the world
around you, The joy of enduring friendships and kinship, Values of love, integrity, perseverance, accountability and concern for others that she stands for.
Move on … and may your light shine wherever you are!
God bless you,
Kirupa Collison
Vice Principal KIS

“ The future depends on what we do in the present.”- Mahatma Gandhi
All the best!
John Bussenschutt
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Eucy Team
I imagined 20 years from now, the Class of 2012 pulling out a dusty book from the top of the shelf
and flipping through the pages to revive the beautiful and some maybe ‘not-so-beautiful’ memories
of Kodi. My team and I have tried very hard to capture the essence of KIS and embed it into this
yearbook. I hope we’ve succeeded.

Retirements
Support Staff

I would like to extend a special thanks to Sanjay Ram, Vincent Hutton, Sonny Deenadayalan, Peter
Strange and Judy Redder without whose support, this Eucy would not have come together.

Name

Office

Position

I would also like to thank the Eucy team for their patience with my screaming and hysteria and
whose hard work and effort has gone into this yearbook - Mudra Kumar, Fahd Ahmed, Rhys Dev,
Arshia Choudhrie, Talib Chitalwala, Amar Nathwani, Deeksha Pagar, Sneh Fomra, Naveen Govan,
Seo Yoon Hyun, Thinlay Rangdol, Pavan Sharvirala

1. Mr. P. Paulraj

Finance Office

Registry Clerk

2. Mrs. Vanitha Jobdoss

Dispensary

Nurse

Years at KIS
24 (1987 - 2011)
13 (1998 - 2011)

To the Class of 2012,
“I hope you never fear those mountains in the distance
Never settle for the path of least resistance

Operational Staff

Living might mean taking chances but they’re worth taking
Lovin’ might be a mistake but it’s worth making
Don’t let some hell bent heart leave you bitter

1. D. Vasantha

Maintenance

Ayah

22 (1989 - 2011)

When you come close to selling out, reconsider
Give the heavens above more than just a passing glance
And when you get the choice to sit it out or dance…
I hope you dance”
Sincerely,
Alysha Pinto-Lobo
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Departments

SMT

Curriculum Committee

Ganga Christus
Kirupa Collison
Adrian Moody
John Bussenschutt
Raja Krishanmoorthy

Administrative Secretaries

Janice VanHaltren
Shanthi Vedayanakam
Adrian Moody
Graham Lambert
Barbara Block
Kirupa Collison

Finance

Paneer R
William Baskar Doss
A. Domnic
Arockia Samy
VAM Selvaraj
Rebecca Solomon Shapurkar
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J Victor Paul

Preeti Ravindran

A Anthony Gilson

Anita Roy

T Godwin Manuel

13

Careers

Counselling

Richard Jackson J
Christine Fernandes
Shalini Sharma

Dispensary

Sam Luy

Dormparents
Arenla Longkumer
Kevin McLeod
Mary Edward
John Bussenschutt
Anna Jaikumar
Ruth Baweja
Cecilia Winfred
Rajan Thomas
Saji Varghese

Shantha Raghunathan
J.M. Jasmine
Selvarani Arockia
RuthMary D.
S. Esther Rani
Malini Devanandan
Gowri Nagarajan
Mary Praveena
Sumathy P

John Devadoss
Jayanthi Chandrasekaran
Indra Jayaprakash
Shyamal Pal
Joshua Narayanan
Jane Samuel
Sujata Tandon
Shamala Joseph
Ivy Roshan
Esther Paul
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Stores

Security

Eugene Joseph Xavier

Food Service

16

ES Food Sevice

17

Maintenance

Library

A Sahayam
Gandhi Paulraj
Antony Thomas
Katrina Dikkers
AP Kumaran
Robin Bussenschutt

Travel Office

Telephone Operators

Suresh
S Xavier
Jayaprakash
JM Pushparaj
T Selwyn
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Antonyraj Peter
S. Alphonse

19

Human Resources

KIS Community Office
Billy Yesudian
Tenzin Ola Sither
Judy Redder
Christine McLeod
Sonny Deenadayalan
Suvidha Sadasivan

Sumitha Jerald

Information Systems

Elementary School

Robin Bussenschutt
Youngju Lee
Erna Llorente
Sujitha T
Pearlin Joseph
Esther Liaquath
P. Jesuraj
Benhur P.S
Joseph Anandaraj
Kumar Veerakumar
Rudy Wüthrich
Hadden TP
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Radhika Sagar
Janice VanHaltren
Jessica Johnson
Jemma Moody
Tarra Morrison
Rebecca Narayanan
Nandini Venkkatesan
Praveen Kumar Ingilela

21

English

VAPA

Visual and
Performing Arts

Anita Solomon
Stephen Smoot
Michelle D’Couto
Pushpa Lawrence
Marsha Joshi
Raja Sen
Peter Strange

Health

Barbara Block
Youngju Lee
Judy Redder
Ellen Dash Walter
Elly Oenema
Sandra Shand
Beth Dagitses

(not pictured)

Mathematics

Joice Selvaraj Joseph
Graham Lambert
Shubhankar Roy
Santhosh Punnoose
Jane Samuel
Sandhya Paul
Mini Cherian
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Janani Bharatraj
Smitha Kumar

Sujata Archer

Sushma Sen

Elly Oenema

Mini Cherian
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Music

Science

Sudipta Roy
David Moses Stanley
Basil Chesney
Anuranjan Shand
Shereef M. Khadar
Muralidhar Kamidi
Sandhya Paul
Tarra Morrison
Rebecca Devadoss
Ruby Mirnalini
Mini Cherian
M. Dhanalakshmi
Priya Vethanayagam

Religious Education

Catherine Butler
Brian Johnson
Raja Krishnamoorthy
Noel Jackson
Rebecca Narayanan
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John Mathias
Prasanth John
Paul Chandran
Gregory Vancil
Benn Lombard
Stuart Potter
Prasun Lomjail
Milly Varghese
Ladeisha Bhide
Nancy Vancil
Todd Morrison
Erna Llorente
Benjie Llorente
Mala Bharathan

Social Experience

Bryan Plymale
Vanessa Luttermann
George Varghese
Sanjay Ram
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Physical Education

Second Language

Sonam Yeshey
Sujitha T
Ruth Alexander
Imre Szigeti
Vishnu Sarkar
Sunita Ghosh
Vasant Sarkar

Shobhita Kapila

Beth Dagitses

Youngju Lee

Sither

Mitali Sarkar

Shivashankari Purushothaman
Marvin Ambrose
Praveen Kumar Ingilela

Social Studies

Isabel Fernandez Montes
Su Kang Lee
Gaspard Morlaes

TOK and IB

Sudeep Ghosh
Ramesh KP
Elly Oenema
Shanthi Vedanayakam
Will Taylor
Marsha Joshi
Sophia Rayan
Latha P
Rajesh Kayiprath
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Raja Sen
Bryan Plymale
Shanthi Vedanayakam
Gaspard Morlaes
Sudeep Ghosh
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Admissions

Alika Khosla
Rani David
Gillian Hoskin

Stock room

Learning Resources

Sheela Thomas
Rathi Gopinath
Anuradha Vedmurthy
Joice Selvaraj

Middle School
M. Dhanalakshmi
Janice VanHaltren
Gandhi Paulraj
Sushma Sen
Mini Cherian
Anita Solomon
Rathi Gopinath
Zai Whitaker
Sue Mowforth
Youngju Lee
Jeeva Rani Thangaraj
Praveen Kumar Ingilela
Michelle D’Couto
Sandhya Paul
Mitali Sarkar

R. Rajasekar
M. Krishnamoorthy

Robin Busssenschutt
Jemma Moody
Imre Szigeti
Noel Jackson
Jerald James
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Secretaries

Richard Jackson J
Joshuva Thankaia
Sabapathy Chockalingam
Vasuki Kanakadhas
Rani David
Sumitha Jerald
Maria Premila Devi
Susila Elias

Activities

Beth Yesudian
Maria Premila Devi
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Student Groups

K.A.C

NHS
NHS in Kodaikanal International School has members who are dedicated and passionate about helping those who are less fortunate, and
trying to make their lives better. Over the many years of its existence, NHS at KIS has achieved many things that it is proud of. Especially
this year, members have gone great distances to help the Kodaikanal community with a lot of commitment.
Each NHS member was extremely hard working and this enabled extensive fund-raising. Through this we were able to build a house for
Mr.Vincent and his family. They are a family of eight and until we built them the house, all eight of them were living in a single room, with a
leaky roof, no electricity and no plumbing. We are glad that we were able to do this for them.
Through the year we were also able to provide a better, sustainable place for the children at CMS. We held numerous snack sales, three-day
activity weekends and hosted the CMS orphans for a fun night of Diwali. For us though, the best part was all the times we went and just
spent time with them.
All in all, it was a developmental process for the members as they had to take control of situations. It was a place of learning for all
members, teachers and kids. We have learnt how to respect people and how to work collaboratively. We have learnt how to deal with crisis
situations efficiently and calmly. Most important of all, we have learnt that all the sacrifices we make, small and big, are worth it, when it
comes to the greater good.

What can I say about a group
of yellow shirted people? Once
in a while you see a group of
students sitting by the flag green
area, looking smug while the
P.E. teachers look on. Some of
us play with our soccer balls in
front of us, others with any other
sporting good, while some us
just space out listening to the
voice of Mr. Sither that we’ve all
become so accustomed to. But
we all know--and everyone else
watching us knows --what we’re
doing there. We’ve earned our
spot on those benches next to
the flag green. We’ve earned the
bright yellow shirts and the furry
red and blue K.
KAC stands for Kodaikanal
Athletic Club. Only the strongest
and the best of any sport are
allowed a spot in the KAC.
Whether we have 1 K or 10
Ks, we’ve put blood, sweat and
tears, as well as dedication,
commitment and hard work into
our sport.
The KAC helps with the ES field
day, KAC nights and fundraising
for the KAC.
Although you don’t see much
of us around except practicing
sport, the satisfaction of getting
a K and being an elite member
of the Kodaikanal Athletic Club
is something that I’m sure
everyone will cherish for the rest
of their lives.

STUDCO
Change is inevitable’
This year there was change, change in everything, the common perception of seniors and their ‘privileges,’ the scheduling process, the
detention/ absence policy, the administration, the time per class, the ipod policy, the student lounge timings, everything that affects a high
schooler changed.
Even in the student government there was change. Two representatives for each post, male and female every year, elections only once a
year. Every Monday, from 5:30 till 6:15 in the evening, 20 students, well it’s supposed to be 20 students, show up to the media room above
the library and discuss any and everything that is bothering their class.
It has not been easy, with all this change, but eventually the students handled it quite well. Seniors, since middle school we were promised
the student lounge, ipods during school time, ‘senior priv’ in the evening, senior lunch and finally when it was our turn, we did not get any
of it. I just want to say how proud I am of our class and putting up with all of it. The school might call us the worst class in the history of
KIS but at the end of the day we finished strong and we ended united. High school was a journey for us, and at the end of this journey, we
became enlightened.
As I conclude, I wish the future student government presidents all the best and good luck.
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Peers

Music
The Peer Song
*to be rapped*
We the PEERS
Who will make it alright
Helpin’ the school
Keepin’ everyone tight.
If you’re the new kid at school
And you’re all alone
Just call a PEER
We’ll always have our phone.
Even if you’ve been here a while
That’s no big deal
We’ll give you advice
Over a nice cooked meal.

Youthrise

We the PEERS
Who will make it alright
Helpin’ the school
Keepin’ everyone tight.
We can hang at gymkhana
Or just chill at flag green
We’ll listen to your problems
And we won’t be mean
Trust us on this
Cuz we don’t lie
It’ll be okay
Cuz PEERS are so fly.
Fikka-word. (Said like a gangstah)
-Piya, Sophiyaa & Kirsten-
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Sports

Ultimate Frisbee

40

41

Basketball

42
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Football (Boys)
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Football (Girls)
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Volleyball
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Hockey (Girls)
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Activities

SoEx
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Republic Day
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& Independence Day
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Field Trips
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Camps
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Hikes
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Weekend
Activities
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Drama & Film
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Field Day
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Kodai Open
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Prom
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Dorms

Bartlett west

As you walk past the Bartlett steps you can see Faizaan playing ball…basketball. Navani will be playing TTalone and with one hand trying to stop the nose bleeds. You can see chandy working on his tits and trying
to become Johnny Bravo. Asutosh intense with P-90X forearm. In the six roome, you can hear macha
Sriram making fun of Shariekh and Orhan on the bed with a bag of chips and the latest chick flick. Longjin
is undercover- no one knows his true identity. Amay is still SPSing his daddy Mr. Dan and Zahaan is
playing some parsi numbers on his electric guitar. Then there is Baibhav who is trying to remember what
he did a minute ago. “YE JUN-N-N-UHH” is-uhh playing-uh DHOTAH ohn-uh hiis-uh laptop-uh. Finzer, just
one word- YA YA YA. Mr 4.0 Naveen is still learning to count 1-2-‘tree’, while Revanth is laughing at some
Telegu movie. Kevi is busy banging people- on CS. Meanwhile, Raju is watching Sarkar Raj and Sushant
is still mixing Korean with Marathi (weird laughs= tickle). Aur Tino (after rigorous kickboxing) peeche se
stink karega kyunki Sindhi rahega and Bhyung-uhh is calling ‘dhorm-parentah’ to plot a conspiracy against
the Japs. Veera’s chilling in his room whereas Matt is still trying to find his bed. Shagun is providing the
bathroom music- “Hope you had the taaiime of your laaiiifee”. Billa is stil trying to figure out what Patausa
is and Patrick is finking of making more money. Karam is on the phone with his people from Dyelhi
and Mudra is still scarred by dorm relief encounters in Claverack. Eddie is telling us to be quiet with his
evergreen smile because it’s always study hall. Mr. Dan is giving us ‘security’ in dorm. Everyone has a
different character, different language, different talents, a different temper (for sure) but what brings us
together as one is this amazing building called Bartlett West.
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Bartlett East

As you walk up the stairs past the gate of the Bartlett compound and pass the basketball court, you see
yourself at the pathway to Bartlett East (The better half of the building, the sun does rise in the east after
all…) surrounded by a strong yet pleasant smell of eucalyptus and oak bark. Surrounded by sheer green,
you start to realize this is the dorm to be in.
Mr. Reggie will probably greet you with a smile, and you will soon realize he is the most awesome dorm
parent you could get. He will tell you a story or to about one of his many life experiences, but then tell
you that to go away once his WWE match starts on the TV, as he pulls a packet of Kurkure from his secret
hiding spots. Oh, did I mention that Reggie also teaches us about swimming? If your alarm fails you one
day and you are still sleeping when everyone else has left, he is kind enough to bring the shower to you.
On an average day you probably see a bunch of 11th graders who claim to be working out but really who
they kidding they just checking themselves out. The seniors always seem oh so satisfied doing they own
“thing” and making their rounds out to borrow “Books”.
Bartlett East is a tightly knit family, and we all try our best to keep things going that way. It really seems
hard at times but sitting in the social room and watching the juniors have one of their air gun fights or
going to senior unit and looking at bunch of cartoons attempting to get through IB without committing
fraud, you realize that it’s without a doubt worth it.
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Upper Swedish

The phrase that describes Swedish House Upper is “A Home away from Home” but don’t be mistaken.
We are pretty crazy. Our dorm is full of multinational Kids. We come from Korea, India, Bahrain, Dubai,
Thailand, and Nepal, but in SHU, your country or background doesn’t matter. We are all the same.
For many, The Swedish Dorm may be far too remote, away from “civilization” but in reality, we really
have fun in this dorm. Our Fail football field is where all our moments go down. We have a huge dorm and
really the smallest things for us makes it perfect.
Daily life of a Swedish is quite the day. Make sure to wake up otherwise, you will be sprayed by cold icy
water. Most of the time, the faithful recipients of the icy water are Aaryaman Carlra, Do Yun, Dhivesh,
Viraj & Jonathan. Make sure you get ready and get down to the bus before 7:30 am otherwise, you will
pay for your own taxi to Ganga (Just imagine!! Viraj Ghosh running down the stairs with his socks &
shoes in one hand and his heavy bag on the other). Now, when you get back to dorm you will hear people
begging for their gadgets (Alex, Abhiman, Eunchong Jung, and Saahil Chamdia) Once you have get your
gadgets you will see a line of laptops playing Minecarft. (Alex, Rahul, Aaryaman Carlra) Shortly after that
you will hear a chef yell for dinner. Once dinner is finished its study time, (Nobody likes Study Hour) after
that we get our dorm snack. Everybody loves when Mrs. Arenla cooks :D. Finally we all go to sleep to the
sound of cars and loud dogs. That is a day in the life of a Swedish House Upper.

Lower Swedish

Swedish House Lower is full of many wonderful, exciting things, which include friendships and interactions.
Housing eighteen of us, Swedish House Lower has students from all over the world! Although we are all
very different, we learned to cooperate and live with each other in harmony. Many of the “Day Scholar”
(those who haven’t studied in a residential school) feel or presume that living in a dormitory (dorm) is
a torture and a curse. Well it isn’t and it is just the opposite. It is a gifted blessing and a boon. It’s like
being part of a big, huge family - and that’s exactly what Swedish House Lower is. Swedish House Lower
is a great, ONE BIG FAMILY. We have fun together, we hang out together and when difficulties arise, we
overcome them together. If you come over to meet us, you will find us in a very joyful and colorful mood,
with the sounds of laughter echoing throughout the building. We have a kind and considerate dorm parent
Mr. Joshua Narayanan, who understands us and loves us. In his free time, he joins us in our activities and
games such as soccer, ping pong, etc. Our dorm parent interacts with us all the time. However, he is very
disciplined and strict in certain areas such as study hall. He knows each and every one of us personally
and is always there for us at times when we need his help and or advice. The dorm has improved
this year, when compared to last year. Our Wi-Fi, television and our social room conditions are being
periodically renovated and or upgraded, to make us feel more at home. We almost never feel homesick.
We share a unique experience which creates bonding for life. This comes from the close living (caring),
strong friendships and the sharing of life experiences. Swedish House Lower in short, is our home away
from home.
By Shyam Murugan, Grade VIII (Swedish House - Lower)
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Westover

Claverack

Hello, Gossip Girl here, your one and only guide into the scandalous lives of Kodai school’s elite.....

Among bisons we maybe,

It’s a lively place and a lot of fun,

Westover is a place where there are people who are quiet and shy, fun and hyper, and some people
who are just plain crazy, but its one of the places where they can all be a family. Most of the girls have
a group that they hang out with most of the time, but there are some people who like to chill and take
their own time. Letay, Joy and Kiko are usually together listening to music and chilling and chatting, with
Joy as the youngest member in dorm. The crazy loving group consists of Paeng, Nim, Cake, Aviva and
Darshana. They are usually found spending time and making great memories as they have tons of fun
laughing, supporting one another and helping each other while chilling listening to music. Grace, Rini,
and Arudra are usually spending there time making moments they will cherish for life. They are usually in
their room singing, playing guitar, and laughing their heads off, while Tanya and Sharmin go in for regular
visits. Tanya is usually reading a ton of books her room, even when the lights go out. Megan is usually
hanging outside with a friend. Then there is the seventh grade group, Urvi, Susannah, Ponmani, Anadya,
Sarah. They are usually listening to music, playing games and having fun. The biggest group has the
oldest member in dorm, Fill, with Akriti, Chelsea, Fond and Rhea. Chelsea and Fill are usually playing the
Ukulele, they are sitting around with everyone else in the group cooking, eating and having a blast being
together. Those are the different people all the girls hang out with. Everyone has their good times and bad
with their friends. They know that they have at least one person who is there supporting them and trying
to make life in Kodai amazing. Mrs. Jane is the awesome dorm parent who somehow manages to wake the
girls up and get them out of dorm!

but Claverack is as homely as can be.

Where there is a lot of place to play and run.

Claverack is always busy with music blasting here
and a game of TT going on there.

We all love it here at Claverack Dorm,

We may have troubles and struggles,

because it’s the place where friendships form.

but we get by as a family.

All of us live here like a family,
And it’s a place to get away from reality,

Claverack dorm is a place to make friends,

This is Home Sweet Home,

and if you’ve done wrong, you can even make
amends.

Indeed, Home Sweet Home.

People come and people go,

Claverack!

but Claverack has learned to cope.

Written By- Daraius Sumariwalla and Johan Moraes.

Who am I? That’s a secret I’ll never tell. XOXO Gossip Girl…..
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Sherwood

Sherwood is a place many call home. Around 25 girls through ninth and tenth grade share rooms
throughout the year’s highs and lows. As the days, weeks and months go by we grow together as a family.
Sure the different grades have their own cliques but when it comes down to it, care and support come to
surface between everyone. The mornings start with queues and alarms and we head out for another day
at school. When the classrooms close, the lights go out and the day comes to an end everyone return to
their dorms, and us to home.
The music blasts through open doors when the time for quiet comes to close. And then the cycle repeats.
All everyone can say is that we are all extremely happy and appreciative of each other and our home.
Karina, Vedhika, Chatyanut, Aakanksha, Vallarika, Isheeta, Sung Kyeong, Da Son, Alaiqa, Amrita, Sanaya,
Simran, Anya, JaeEun, Aaina, Yoojin,Tepootu, Lydia, Emani, Risa, Parima, Smrithi, Dakshaini and Karuna
all under one roof. So cheers to continuing for the rest of the semester.
peace

Solvik

IF SOLVIK WAS A TOWN:
#17: Meghna, Sanjana and Samridhi – The Club
#16: Sophiyaa and Tamara – The Circus
#13: Jazba and Namita – The Zoo
#12: Noor – The Kodak Gallery
#11: Kirsten – The Pharmacy
#10: Lubna – The Cricket Stadium
#9: Pallavi and Alysha – Art & Dance Studio
#8/7: Aditi and Priyanka – The Radio Station
#4: Mitali and Emaan – The Supermarket
#3: Arshia and Mirei – The Cinema
#2: Andrea and Ketsa – The Sports Centre
#1: Yamini – Hair Salon
Ms. Ruth Baweja – The Church
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Bruton

When I first joined K.I.S I thought that I had made a big mistake. I felt home sick, I missed my friends,
my family, I missed coming back home to pet cat and my mom’s cooking. I thought that I wouldn’t be
able to cope without these small and simple ideals and habits. Yet, after a few days, I found for some
reason, I felt “at home”. I didn’t realize it at first but Bruton dorm is the reason for that.
My first week or so at this school were not the best. Yet, eventually I did make a few friends in this dorm,
friends who, even when I leave this place, I will definitely not forget. These people made me forget my
home sickness whenever I was with them, they made me feel welcome. This doesn’t mean that I have
completely forgotten my old friends or my family, but these fellow “Bruton heroes”, as our dorm parent
calls us, helped me manage. Bruton I would say is definitely one of the most welcoming and inviting
dorms.
As I write this I realize that I have a lot of memories in this dorm, good and bad; but that’s the point of
K.I.S, isn’t it? It prepares us for the future. It gives us both sides of life, harsh and easy-going. Bruton
gives us that. My grandfather has a saying. He said to take the good and the bad, and then grow from it.
That is what Bruton dorm is about, that is what we Bruton heroes do.
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Wissy

The Wissy Awards:
If Wissy ever had an award ceremony, there are unique awards for every “Wissy-ite” achiever. Kunsang
earns Bollywood Star of the Year! Her filmy impressions by the fireplace will always be remembered.
Fashionista Nikhita’s impeccable style wins her the Best Fashion Sense Award. Priya, Sailja and Fatema
are our “Gymers of the Century”. They hit the gym after school, surprising tired impressed onlookers!
Mahwish, we proudly present you Wissy’s Human Encyclopedia Award. You can rattle off information on
any topic! The Most Lovable Award presented to Aastha and Neelashi, whose good humor brings sunshine
into Wissy. , The Wissy Laugh Award belongs to Mani. Her laugh is noticed miles away, bringing smiles to
passer-bys. Prity’s talent,unknown outside Wissy, but her singing wins her The Wissy Warbler Award. Our
theatrical achiever, Aparna is the “Best Stand Up Comedian”,always ready with a gag whenever we are
upset…or sleeping! Rhea, deserves the “Dancing Go-Getter”, always on her tippy-toes, dancing to ballet
music or the music of IB deadlines. Cool-minded buddies Karteeka and Seldron effuse an aura of calm,
even during exams! ,tieing in the “Calmness Personified” category. Varsha belongs to a fictional realm
of Hogwarts winning her the “Biggest Harry Potter fan”. Aditi hibernates endlessly and yet impressively
current in academics and extra-curriculars, earning her the “Wissy Effortless” title ! The “Life-time
achievement” award belongs to Swati, for achieving the impossible each day - waking up at the crack of
dawn! Utpala is the “Chef Gourmet”, who bakes apple pie for fun and shares it with all her friends. We
know Mrs. Tandon is around when we hear a loud bell that shocks us before school, or sense the smell of
tandoori wraps circling dorm. From managing a dorm of “diverse” and exceptional girls, to being around
whenever we need a person to talk to, Mrs. Tandon earns the ultimate title of “Best Kodi Mom”, who will
remain in our hearts forever.
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Upper Boyer

Words cannot describe a dorm such as Upper Boyer; however we must give everything a shot at least
once. This little nook overlooking bendy and right next to gymkhana, is the perfect location for the unique
individuals living in it to view the world from both inside and outside KIS. The moment one steps into
Upper Boyer, Haeju, Jiyeon and Yeshey P can be found in the kitchen cooking up a storm. Nearby, in the
social room are Meghna and Po watching television, chatting and laughing alongside one another. Wait,
what’s that loud noise? One would never have guessed- Pooja’s laughter, heard throughout the dorm,
followed by many hushes. Kimkim and Layla’s duets seem to be a great combo no matter where, be it
the room, or even the bathroom! Searom, our very own Einstein, can be found awake at unearthly hours
not because she’s watching a movie, but instead studying away! Followed by her roommate Ellie, who
adds the ‘Brit’ culture to our dorm, all the way from, well, Goa! Stepping further into dorm one will find
Aneesha, Ishita and Sarah sitting in Ms. Ivy’s apartment talking about, EVERYTHING under the sun and
over the moon, and one can drop by at any time and join these humorous conversations. Ayetri, Christina
and Yeshey T are the Davinci’s of our dorm, always with a paint brush or pencil in hand. Chimmi and
Piya seem to be the enthusiastic yin and yang, always finding ways to put the other one up, while still
maintaining their clear cut personalities. Then there are, Kimi, Mahi, Reva and Zuki always managing to
find a way to get a ‘motherly talk’ due to reasons x, y and z. Last but not the least, the amazing dorm
parent Mrs. Ivy who continues to make this dorm a home away from home, especially with her dorm
treats! After all, Upper Boyer is the place to be, for everyone with distinct personalities!
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Lower Boyer

Lower Boyer is a dorm that has stood the test of time as it nears its 100 years of existence; however to
us it is not merely an old building, but a mural of KIS. The corridors and rooms each share a story about
people who have passed this way before and who have now grown to be leaders in the world outside.
Our story is no different, with 6 12th graders who share their experience with the 14 11th graders, we
strive to be a place that is a home and a spring board to life. It is because we realize that a school is
more about the people, and a dorm is more about the moments of laughter, food and joy and because
relationships in Lower Boyer are more about lifelong friends! Here is to Lower Boyer, a dorm that is more
than a home and a dorm that is just as modern as it was 100 years ago!
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Kennedy

Penryn

As you walk into dorm, you are greeted by the sound of Adwait (Ya de!) blasting Kishore Kumar’s music on his
speakers. This generally results in Varun sprinting lakeward. On the other side, this there’s Bruno’s obsession with
“Why this Kolaveri Di?” and Yash dancing to Michael Jackson’s “Beat it!” Faraz, Yasin and Glenn give Mr. D the
impression that they are working in study hall, while they play Dota and think they are fooling him. Arjan (Dirty G)
tries keeping up with every sport possible to add to his pointless existence, while Bonny the other Chelsea fan, keeps
hoping that Torres will finally score(equally pointless in our opinion). Viren spends his time chatting up girls on Skype
(to no avail), still thinking... maybe next year? Chandan and Tashi are usually up on their loft jamming on Dheeraj’s
guitar, who’s been dorm pounded for most of the semester and doesn’t know what to do with himself (hint, hint) ;)
The only time we see Rushad is when he comes to take our orders for dorm treat and Eshaan is no better being on
his laptop all the time. Abhinav is the sweetest guy in dorm, although he must be sick of doing assignments with
other people’s names on them. Gothi and Bruno are hardly seen in dorm anymore as they’ve now got better things
to ‘do’. Ali and Reza spend half their lives yelling at people who cannot differentiate between them. Jason is the quiet,
aspiring environmentalist with his love for nature especially wildlife which is known by anyone who’s ever been on
a hike with him. Lalu is is responsible for the quote of the year “no matter how much you shake the last drop will
always fall on your pants :P” while Jin Hoon lives to watch Park score giving company to the only other United fan in
dorm Tarun. Nitin hangs on the pull up bars saying he’s working on his arms when we all know he’s trying to grow a
little bit taller. Sawarkar is in his usual dazed trance but Dairyani’s face is still stinging...:P. Min-Gyu the most sincere
boy in dorm is only out of his room for dorm snack, while Tsering is still trying to con everyone into playing poker
with him as he cons them into losing more money. Mr. D has given up trying to get us all out of dorm by 7:30 but
still always accommodates any amount of us in his apartment when there is a good cricket or football match on and
is always ready to take anyone on in Table Tennis if they dare to challenge him. Penryn is a place where we have
musicians, footballers, slobs, nerds and jokers...where there is never a moment of boredom and there is always
something fun for everyone to do. This is home.
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Phelps

*Knock* “Time to get up!”
“Aah Miss Jo, what time is
it?!”
“6:45! WAKE UP!”
*head hits pillow again*
:D
Phelps. Our little family,
living together in our cosy
home :) Or madhouse?!
Ananyah: Oh.My.God.
YOU’LL NEVER GUESS
WHAT HAPPENNED
EEEEEEE
Divya: Well. I’m pretty
sure you can’t keep it to
yourself, so spill.
Sanaya: Dude I’m just
doing timepass man!
Manjari: Arghh! Ananiii,
I was talking to THAT
PERSON… and now the
internet is not working !
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Central House

Daksha: Ha ha ha ha ha
ha ha ha ha aww Ananyah,
it’s gonna be okayyy…What
happened, btw?
Sin Woo: Oooh you guys!
HAHA! I tried wearing
skinny jeans…so weird
man!
Karuna:Hahahah tee
heeee.

Yoojin: SANAYAAA ! I’m so
tired hahahaha.
Lisa: DISCO POGOO…Did
I tell you guys I’m in love
with joseph Vincent?
Tepootu: Ananyah? did
you do French? No? Okay
then I’m not doing it either.
JaeEun: Ohh, Korean food!

Okay I’m gonna go.

Lydia: *oblivious of the
world around her, listening
to her mp3* Terre Binaaaa

Dhanishta: (Chatting away
on phone) nahi..aur aise
hua…

Vedhika: Ananyahh you are
such a messed up roomate!
I love you :)

Raashi: You guyzzzzz….
plzzz sign up for the dorm
treaaattt!

Sonam: I’m watching ONE
TREE HILLL!

*awkward silence*

Yeshey: You guys…
do any of you know
the Physics homework?
Math homework? ANY
HOMEWORK?

Mahathi: HAHAHA BARNEY!
How I Met Your Mother :)
Nishita: This is very
bad Mahathi! STUDY!
What are you doing? Log
off Facebook! AND NO

WATCHING ANY SHOWS!
Isabella: Heyyy you
guyssss!
Sayesha: Dude…you know
what happened? Hahah
nothing I was just kidding.
ARE YOU SURE YOU DON’T
WANNA KNOW NIGGA? Um
yeah I was kidding…I’m
gonna go

Central House is a dorm, where people unite. A place where we are united in nearly everything we
do. Central House is a home where we treat each other like our own family members no matter what
nationality, race or age we may be. Mrs. Jaikumar takes care of us like her own. As for in dorm activities,
we like playing Table Tennis, or even multiplayer COD. Unlike other dorms of our grade, we actually
have something in common, which keeps us together whether it be, playing basketball, soccer, tennis,
badminton or any other sport. This what makes us and our dorm special and unique from the rest. Most of
us, 10th Graders would probably love to stay and carry on here in Central House. However, since it is just
9th and 10th Grade dorm, we will just have to carry on to other dorms, separated from the rest. A dorm
like this is probably why we all love Kodaikanal International School.

Nada: I AM GOING TO EAT
YOU MUAHAHAHAHHAHA.
Sung Kyeong: Being an 8th
grader in this dorm is …
fun?
Prerana: Uhh, football….
I’m so tired!
Da Som: *thinks to
herself* I don’t think 8th
grade is that messed up
compared to this…
Welcome to Phelps :)
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Day Scholars

Elementary &
Middle School

Play School & Preschool

Zarah Llorente
Hadiyah Morlaes
Shifra Ingilela
Kinga Szigeti
Merek Morrison

Kindergarden

Emili Morrison
Harnishya Palanichamy
Abhishek Andrew
Zarand Szigeti
Ezme Lambert

Jude Lambert
Soumyadeep Roy
Darryl Sorensen
Adwait Nair
Brightson Arul Raj
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Evyn Jones
Shreya Ambrose
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3&4

1&2

Vishal Rajasekar

Jerusha Narayanan

Madisyn Morrison

Samuel Jaikumar

Rehan Sahu

Sophia Johnson

Hannah Wüthrich

Arshaan Singh

Gabriel Johnson

Hindu Narasimhan

Meghna Susheel
Gershom Nirmal
Anne Gilson
Supatra Wadhwa
Arhana Rijal
Aydn Luy
Maya Sarkar

Shreyan Roy

Aletheia Lambert

Siddhant Sarkar

Joshua Hoffman

Malavika Nair

Natan Szigeti

Jakob Wüthrich
Sangye Yangkil
Mangtutsang
Micah Yesudian
Chanthananan
Chatchanok
Dominik Wüthrich
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5
Bethany Moody
Rohaan Joseph
Anushka Sen
Prashant Sarkar
Aiushman Basnet

Nischaya Shrestha
Arshiya Khader Mohamed
David George
Rosita Collison
Sanmarkan Nadeson
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6

Ojash Tamrakar
Letay Silveira
Jacob Luy

Jane Paul Jaikumar
Longsen Longkumer

Kiko Yokota
Noel Archer
Blessing Daniel Arul Raj
Nyima Ming
Dina Irudaya Raj

Joash Daniel
Neeranuch Kaewsook
Dhruv Sharma
Nuni Ramnath
William George

Joy Das
Saahil Chamdia
Isaac Johnson
Ephraim Michael
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We laugh, we joke, we’re noisy, we’re boisterous. So many different ideas, so many
different dreams. For some teachers we are a nightmare, but for some, the sweetest, most
innocent class. Our moods change from time to time, who likes a class to always stay the
same.....?? A bunch of children from all around the world!!! Just a burst of energy that
swirls from room to room, no other class would fit this description but grade 6!!
- Mini Cherian
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7

Roopa Alphonse

Jaideep Narayanan

Arnon Rungarunsirichoke

Grace Nuntluangi

Viyanka Govender

Amin Khadka
Pooja Vedmurthy

Aaryaman Carla

Eunchong Jung

Tanya Ravindran

Sime Victor Paul

Abhiman Reddy

Aryaman Singh

Susannah Francis

Shree Nithi Santhagunam

Do Yun Gim

Viraj Singh

Rini Leivang Prasad

Siriluk Wongkusonlert

Young Jae Jun

Ponmani Uthayakumar

Jonathan Kulothungan

Jedediah Myrchiang Wallang

Sarah Fernandez

Urvi Garg

Aadit Sen

Rahul Suresh Babu

Dasarath Nariman

Sharmin Rijal

Dhivesh Anand Kumar

Shamanur Mallikarjun Samarth
Neha Venkatesan
Eryn Jones
Anadya Bbhati

Fun, caring, smart and kind are just some of the words
that pop up when people talk about our 7th grade class.
Our class consists of balanced students who try to excel in
every aspect of school. We all connect well and know how
to work together in unity but of course we are still learning
from our many, many mistakes!

Friendship, little fights, different people with different
personalities - class of 2017. We share, we laugh, we
cry together and we may fight but we support each
other in times of need. With all the little problems we
have with each other, at the end of the day, we are
one big family - The Class of 2017.

- Pooja Vedmurthy

- Grace Nuntluangi

The most memorable time was when we were at camp at the bonfire and almost everyone was there to feel the
excitement in the air. We were a family for that period of time.
- Abhiman Reddy
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8

Akeela Khader Mohamed

Kevin Stephen

Joshua John

Aviva Mehta

Abhishek Henry

Bumjun Kim

Shah Faiyaz

Hannah Smoot

Siranart Jitsard

Mammen Joseph

Vaibhav Malla

Mithran Arvintha Kumaran

Anand Krishnamoorthy

Arudra Vavilapalli

Chanisara Ninnernnon

Vincent Ibach

Kevin Georgey

Omar Vakharia

Aisaraporn Limmanositthikun

Minho Heo

Akriti Karki

Quomel Imani

Adrian Archer

Myungseo Lee

Punjamaporn Limmanositthikun

Adhrit Shrestha

Ezekiel Myrchiang Wallang

Rhea Chavda

Tanya Murphy

Aashrayae Tamrakar

Shyam Murugan
Megan Chotrani
Abhijeet Henry
Darshana Koirala
Ashmank Karki
This is to remind you of what our class was like in grade 8. Each of us was
imperfect in the class, but as a whole we were perfect. Zak broke two records
during the field day. Hannah’s painting was so good that it was hung in the
Ganga library and many of us passed our RSM examinations. During our
field trip to Bylakuppe (a truly amazing place), the girls effortlessly won a
basketball match against the Tibetan Village School but the boys lost a soccer
match against the same school. The final score was 5-1. That single, brilliant
goal was by the number 7 striker of the MS team.
Zak McLeod

We weren’t considered to be the ‘caring’ class or the ‘cruel’ class; we were
a ‘partly mischievous and partly responsible’ class. Some of us bunked MP
all the time while others practiced like there was no tomorrow. Some of us
waited in Ms Janice’s office to get our daily reports, while others celebrated
that they were off the daily report. All in all, we had a fantastic year. Let’s
hope high school holds the best for us.
Arudra Vavilapalli, Adrian Archer, Shyam Murugan and Joshua John
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High School

9

Achsa Abraham
Ann Abraham
Karina Acharya

Aditya Krishnan
Rahel Andrews

Vivek Desai
Dhawan Dirksen
Vishnu Dixit
Samuel Francis
Aakanksha Ghosh

Isheeta Joshi
Eun Taek Jung

Shreya Biswal
Rhea Browne
Raunaq Chamdia
Lian David

Anup Gilson
Akil Hameed
Vallarika Hemanth
Jewon Jeon
Ishaan Joshi

Kraisakdawat Anan
Da Som Lee

Siddhart Kapoor

Seungmin Lee

Sung Kyeong Kim

Tenzin Lhadon

Tae Hong Kim

Chizuknok Longkumer

Joseph Luy

Johan Moraes

Amrita Marianathan

Arthur Morris

Karan Matta
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Prashasnt Bagheesh

Tara Murphy

Simran Mehrotra

Murtaza Najmi

Sang Hyuk Moon

Shearee Namgyal
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Chayin Ninnernnon
Aaina Pahwa
Paranthaga Chozhan Palanivel
Kush Patel
Jemima Pinefield

Baijayanti Silwal
Parima Sithi-Amnuai
Smrithi Sivaram
Chayanan Tinnakorn
Vaibhav Sokhi

Nipun Rajbhandary
Wytze Ramnath
Rohan Ranjit
Sharon Rayan
Emani Shah

Abraham Varghese
Nikhil Verma
Amy Yoo
Godwin Rayen
Chanon Rungarunsirichoke

Prajan Sanku
Abhay Sasidharan
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10

Rashi Agarwal

Nishita Agrawal
Umaid Ahmed
Ananyah Iyer

Anuradha Menon

Tanay Chitalia
Sai Mahathi Chittoor Krishna Reddy
Premchai Choljararux

Afrin Bhattacharya
Christophe Browne
Chatyanut Chanthananan
Aditya Chawla

Sayesha Dalal
Damodaran Ansh
Ayon Dey

Mervin Chotrani

Divya Gautam

Jason Cornelius

Klod Euchukanonchai

Varun Garg

Rohan Joseph

Chris Gim

Karuna Kauderer

Shaun Godinho

Parth Khatiwada

Irfana Hameed

Rushad Katrak

Binil Jacob

Chung Won Kim

Dong In Kim

Lalnunmawia John

Hyo Sun Kim

In Jung Lee

Charlotte Kressman

Lydia Rymbai

Hemant Kundanmal

Manohar Madhavarapu

Do Hee Kwon
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Vedhika Arvind

Alaiqa Malik
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Sanaya Mehra
Viraj Nanda
Godwin Nannan

Mitul Padhiar
Changwon Park
Yoojin Park

Anya Nath

Patcharapong Sangsakul

JaeEun Oh

Mrunal Patel

Dhanishta Patole

Tepootu Rai

Tika Pradhan

Sophia Rajasekar

Prerana Karki

Rajesvaran Ramalingam

Siddhart Purkayastha
Rohan Puskur

Krit Ruenruedeepanya
Varun Krisana Sadasivam Ganash
Vidhit Sangekar
Shloke Sen

Oujas Razdan
Rinngheta Renthlei

Surya Shahi
Surbhi Shand
Siddhart Sharma
Sonam Sherpa

Yash Shah

Jamie Shin

Risa Shirai

DaraiusSumariwalla

Sin Woo Lee
Chanon Smanyanorraseth
Sonam Yitzin
Dakshayini Srinivasan

Joy Suna
Dong Myung Sung
Korleigh Tegenfeldt
Sonam Wangdi

Ngawang Wangchu
Manjari Venkatesh
Shanthanu Venugopal
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11

Abigail Sohkhlet
Abir Goyal

Jessica Abraham
Fatema Adamji
Sai Allena

Samridhi Banskota
Jeydev Beri
Chatchanida Chanthananan
David Chesney
Chhimi Wangdi

Joshua D’Cunha
Siddhant Daryani
Andrea Dcunha

Sarita Andrews
Arushi Carla
Orhan Awatramani
Samin Bakshi

Talib Chitalwala
Yoon Soo Choi
Arshia Choudhrie
Yasin Chowdhury
Tamara Crasto

Ellie Gillies
Shariekh Farooqui
Sneh Fomra

Abhilash Deswal

Glenn Georgey

Baibhav Dhital

Kaberi Ghimire

Sanjana Gothi

Heather Helvink

Naveen Govan

Seo Yoon Hyun

Jeren Govender
Anshul Gupta
Ritsen Gyaltshen

Jairaj Lobo
Jai Viknesh Bheeman
Praba Jeeva
Aman Jhunjhunwala
Aaron Jones
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Amay Kothari

Emaan Hawa
Nikhita Jain
Sailja Jain

Searom Jung
Eshan Kalarikkal
Janani Kanakaraj Pradeepkumar
Vrutant Kanakia
Karen Rai
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Marina Kawarazaki
Ketsa Neha Jerome
Vevosulu Keyho
Karan Khandelwal
Ameer Khemchandani

Layla Dang
Jeongyeop Lee
Longhchenti Longchar
Huzaifa Mahesri
Mahwish Mahbub

Manya Mirchandani
Mirei Shirei
Raghvendra Mishra
Nakul Misra
Mohammed Akkara

Revanth Nadipally
Mitali Nag
Amar Nathwani
Sahil Navani
Taslina Nazar

Jin Hoon Park

Yohalakshmi Krishnan
Vageesha Kumre
Tenzing Sangmo Lama
Kevin Lawrence

Neelashi Mangal
Sangye Mangtutsang
Renee McLeod
Meghna Nath
Kirsten Mendoca

Nitin Monteiro
Mohammed Faizaan Musvee
Sreedharan Nadeson
Nadia Fareed
Nadia Jayaprakash

Chanita Ninnernnon
Deeksha Pagar
Piya Pahwa
Yeshey Palzom
Ji Yeon Park

Zahaan Pudumjee

Yejun Park

Raiyan Rahman

Nathan Paul

Thinlay Rangdol

Pooja Prakash Raj
Priyadarshini Panchapakesan
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Rimeiaka Khongji

Narrain Ratan
Tarun Ravindren
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Josey Redder

Sruti Venkatesan

Rinzee Peday

Faraz Wahlang

Rajkumari Aradhana Roy

Tashi Wangchuck

Sadan Magar

Sunakshi Wadhwa

Sharmishtha Sarkar

Singye Yonten

Rushad Sarosh
Pavan Sharvirala
Siddhart Gore

Vickram Nadeson

Abhinav Singh

Sophiyaa Nayar

Arnold Singh

Bonny Sharma

Vaibhav Singh
Worawit Singsomdee
Benjamin Solomon
Merhivi Talie
Dusita Thaitrong

Alekh Trivedi
Joshua Tsering
Aastha Tyagi
Shagun Tyagi
Sriram Uthayakumar

Meghna Vachhani
Priya Vandrick
Anna Varghese
Dennis Varghese
Reuben Varghis
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Sneak
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Sponsor’s message
Dear Class of 2012,
It has been our pleasure and our honour to be your class sponsors.
We have had the great fortune to know each and every one of
you, to have worked with you in the classroom and on the playing
pitches, to have travelled with you, to have struggled with you, to
have laughed, loved and grown with you.
We want to say thank you and good luck.
Continue to be the awesome individuals you are, and the amazing
people you can be. Make a difference in this world. Follow your
passions and share your gifts. Be kind and help others.
We will look back on this time and realize that we were indeed
at a special, temporal and paradigmatic fulcrum—the eye of the
“love revolution.” Continue to be the future you envision and by all
means, stay connected to us, to KIS and to each other.
Peace and Love,

Bryan and Beth
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Seniors

- Menda Karden Dorji

The biggest thank you to my Apa and mumsy for seeing me through everything. I feel confident knowing I have
you both and for this reason I have been able to go far in life. The two of you are and will always be the most
important people in my life.
Rintso and Zhambu, who complete our trio, we’ve had a good time here. I can laugh a thousand times over when I
think about our lame jokes and happy times. I will miss the two of you. Nothing like the banana girls, I tell ya ; )
For both my past and present lovers: Lezume and Zenden, the special place you guys have in my heart is
permanently reserved for you two. Kisses and plenty of good memories to last us until we’re all back together.
Jejus, I love you much. I will definitely miss your signature laugh the most. Be happy.
To the person who bullied me the most throughout my time here: Dani, you should have been punished by now! I
know you will do great things in life and I’ll be counting on you to come see me :) Thank you for all the times, my
bestest friend.
… and to all those who made me smile and are so special to me: Devyuu, Peday, Hansolo, Maggie, Chotu, Zukz,
Bubba, my bumchum, Ritsi, my buri, Khandu, Kunsang, Pema, Qismat, Rosy, JeeHyun, Sai, Kiran, Sonakshi,
Yoesar, Julian, Aranka, the Dhubi gang, Nitin, Lopen, Mrs JP, Mr. Sam and Mr Roy. Thank you!

- Aashika Ann Joseph

Thank you to all my friends for making my experience at KIS so memorable- TV, Jimmy, Shreya, Thums, Jiglet,
Pamps, Dheeru, Kality , Yams, Vishal , Devamani, Nihal, Akash and Kevin.
Tanvi, Jimmy and Shreya- Thank you so much for being there with me through the up’s and down’s. We’ve
survived! And I couldn’t have done it without the three of you. I’m going to miss all our spazzy moments, the
depressing times. We’re the four best friends that anybody could have! All my good memories of KIS have been
with you guys! I love you and I’m going to miss you so much!!
Thums, Jiglet and Pamps- I’ll never forget the memories that I’ve had with you guys, all the exciting weekends,
music field trip, and all the other fun times- too many to write here! Thank you for being there for me! I’m going to
miss you guys! Lowe is there!!
Kality- Thanks for entertaining me through aall the psycho-laagy classes.
Devamani- I’ll always remember the upper boyer bonding sessions
Dheeru- I’ll miss all the ecaan classes, thanks for bunking most of them :p
Nihal, Akash and Kevin- I wish you guys were still here…

- Adheip Rashada

In my time at KIS each semester felt shorter than the previous one. It has been so much fun and I lost track of
time. I always looked forward to coming back up this hill. The best times that I had were in Lochend, the times we
scared people when lights went off, spending weekends just watching movies and TV shows, the Lochend gym,
wasabi, feasts in dorm, having group-studies (and then just ending up talking about everything except work),
watching football etc. Spending Sundays at flag green or playing and thinking that we wasted so much time. Now,
I realize that the times when we thought that we wasted time were the times that we had the most fun. At school
the many cherished moments are waking up early just to go for SoEx, getting drenched when it rained, having
lunch outside at flag green, Black Thursday, field days, playing Indoor, Poondi, the excitement for field trips. One
thing that I realized was that no matter who you are or where you come from, there is always a place for you in
Kodai and you eventually are accepted here. I couldn’t have asked for anything better than coming to this school;
I have made friends that will last me a lifetime and I have shared memories with each and every one of them and
it’s very hard to believe that my time here is almost over and soon I’ll be in the long list of Alumni of this school.
The fact that my high school life is almost over will take some time to digest. My time at Kodai will always be a very
significant part of my life and I cannot imagine how my life would turn out to be if I never went to this school.

- Lohia Aditi

In KIS I have experienced times which have been very sad and gloomy, and other
times which have been ecstatic. Each of my friends play a different part in my life,
and I would like to thank all of them for doing so. Rhea, my roommate for a yr and
a half, I cannot believe I actually came out alive from that. ;). Varsha, seldron,
Karteekamy dorm budds. Prateek the math class partner. Without him math classes
would have been hell. Aditi, the one person who has seen more of me than anyone
else in the world, lubna, someone I can trust with my life, priyanka, always fun to chill
with☺. All the kiddo’s in my dorm, saija, fats , meshi, aastha. Tino, susu, raju and all
the people who have been my friends for so long now. I am always going to miss you
all. Da vin thanks for being a great friend.
These have been two really long years of my life, I have seen much and done more.
Procrastinated doing work even more. ( yáll don’t do it)
“yesterday was history, tomorrow is a mystery, today is a gift, and that is why it’s
called the present”
The last few months of my life in school that are actually left I want to enjoy being
with all my friends, and make the most of this great place.
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- Aditi Dixit

SEVENTEEN THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED AND TWENTY hours (That is 2 years
btw) WOW! I wonder how we made it this far. THIS FAST?!
Kodi has been one hell of a crazy journey.
It all started with…. PRIYANKA CHUNDURU my roommate for two straight years.
The LOUD music in the morning: P, pickles, incense sticks, crying and most of all
the laughter. ILY
Then came along LUBNA ANANTAKRISHNAN (Yes she has a big last name: P).
She has always been there (LITERALLY) GOD KNOWS HOW I WILL SURVIVE
without her in EVERY SINGLE class :P,I will never come across anyone as
unimaginably crazily smart as her, also her eccentric, hyper and EXTREMELY
random behavior. I love her.
ALYSHA PINTO LOBO (Yes she is very Bootyfool!) Someone I can share the
world’s worst and most embarrassing stories with and know for a fact she
won’t judge me, but smile and say “Yes love, been there done that”. Too many
memories & stories (WONT MENTION THEM HERE OBVIOUSLY: P) She may not
always agree with me, but she will always be there for me ☺ Love you to bits
Aly <3

- Adwait Sengar
Kodai is a state of mind which one carries when one graduate from KIS. Truly, two years didn’t even last for two
minutes. Just a blink of an eye and it was all over. The experiences I have had in Kodai are not only the once,
which drive a man to an endless thinking and recalling them but also one finds the time to take step to its destiny.
I might not remember the endless lectures by teachers driving everyone crazy, and how I completed my
assignments, what I wrote for my IB exams but I will always remember how we distracted the class with wit and
humour, asking for extensions, getting a sense of accomplishment after finishing the internal assessments, writing
exams and criticizing each of the them: “any place is better than exam hall”, breaking rules when needed, talk at
flag green, the helpful hand when needed, the rumours all around.
I will always remember the teachers. I will always remember my friends. It would be wrong if I just stop at friends
and the problem is that I am running out of words. But trying my best “ I would just say that nothing was possible
without these people who were not only the helping hands but also the once who directed me to the right path and
left me with something so, I can say “those two years of KIS were one of the best years of my life”.

Be it happiness or sadness they stood by me always. I LOVE YOU GUYS TO
DEATH!
SOLVII’s – “Bring it on” Our motto for life (Jazz, Pallavi, Nams ,Yams and Noor).
I WILL MISS YOU GUYS
Dheeru (Peeru Teeru Leeru etc). The first thing that will strike me when I think
of you is “Anne! (Hand Movement)” : D although we agree to disagree you will
always be my best girlie guy friend (It’s NOT GAY it’s a good thing) for life ☺
Aditi Lohia You will always be my other Aditi :P
Lastly I would like to thank everyone else in Kodi who have been such a
significant part of my life.
Thanks mom and dad for sending me here and providing me with this wonderful
opportunity I love you guys the most, for always being there for me and putting
up with everything.
Aditi
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- Aakash Bhanja

- Alan Alphonse

“Wish I could do it all over again with the same people”

- Ali Dehyadegari
Took one whole day to think about this and all I can think of is a broken nose …and a bloody floor… this is a little bit
more than just a simple sibling rivalry…

KIS will be a place that I will treasure all my life along with the people that I have met at school. After leaving KIS
for six months for exchange, I understood how much the people of KIS mean to me. I will miss everyone that I
have met in KIS. Having studied in the same school as Gandhiji for 5 years , I’ll definitely miss him :P I don’t think
I’ll ever find another Gandhiji that plays football, acts, and has a personal project to do in 12th grade ;) I don’t
think I’ll ever have someone like Nihar or Bhanja calling me fat every half hour of the day anymore :( Nihar, I’m
not used to carrying my plate now there’s no one who’ll take it :P I can’t believe this is the last year for Wasabi.
Adheip, Devraj, Nihar, Stephen, Pranay, Kim, Bhanja, Da-Vin and Malachi, I don’t think I’ll find a better team to
play with. I’ll be surrounded by many many tamils in the future, but Vinay and Vickram, you guys are like my best
tamil friends. Stephen, when your in the army wake up about an hour earlier than everyone else to set your hair,
takes some time you know :P and try wearing looser clothes, it’ll be more comfortable than your jeans to do stuff
in the army :P Gymnastics won’t be the same without Mathew or Christophe. No one’s gonna break their hands
anymore, and there’ll be no one that I can actually show off to :P Next time you see, I’ll get my wall flip Mathew.
Prashant, your lame jokes just get lamer by the day, but I think I’m gonna miss them like mad. Dhruv, you just go
to NWIIUUU and play some cricket. Chandy, I can’t wait to see you again after a few years, you’re probably gonna
be the buffest, smartest engineer at VIT :P , Asutosh’s biceps will still be bigger than yours though :P Nathan,
your sausage jokes are so lame but its sooo much funnier when chandy spoils it for you ;P Noor think about it, no
one’s gonna take your case for not doing math anymore!!! Feel good? Noor that last Hike, I’ll always remember it,
dropping your camera in the water and all that rock hopping, and swimming under a water fall. I probably missed
some people, I’m sorry, but I will remember every single one that I have met and I have some memory to laugh at
when I look back.

I am the one on the left.

- Asutosh Katyal

Heyy , Asutosh (20 years from now , 3/26/2012) , chill out dude! Is life still a roller coaster ?(fiurg)

- Aneesha Kohli
“Home is where the heart is”. Through the years like most of us, I have come to associate
home with family and here at Kodai, I have found my extremely humongous extended
family comprising of adults and youngsters alike. 2 years, 2 dorms, 2 dorm parents, 3
roommates and an enormous number of friends, the journey has been short undoubtedly
but the memories can last a lifetime, though I wouldn’t mind having an infinite more. Kodai,
has given me relationships which are such an intricate part of my life and I don’t see them
drifting away ever.
Kodai is – looking up at the sky and seeing a new scene every time, it’s feeling cold in
summer, it’s about difference of opinion and constant cribbing and complaining but loving
everything all the same, it’s about multiple conversations at the same time, it’s about a
caring hand on a burdened shoulder, a warm hug for a troubled heart, a comforting smile for
every tear, joyous shrieks and squeals for a good news, annoying an already irritated person
till they no more care, it’s about falling, getting hurt and learning the lessons of life, it’s
where you get the best of both worlds – hell and heaven at the same time.
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- Aparna Balanarayanan

Three years ago, I could never imagine leaving this school. Three years later, my
family of four have extended to an uncountable number. Dancing at sleepovers… pointless
conversations…locker and flag green fights…And of course, our off-pitch singing.
Kadam, Aneesha, Ishi, Fattuuu, Billa , you all are an incredible blessing in my life. Vinay (my
immature brother)… I love you! Utpala, Mani, Swati; all I need to say is that we will be seeing
each other, in about five years from now, Bali or Poovar? Man, I will miss our clownish moments.
Devraj… You are the first person who was there for me in everything… You are a very special
person to me and always will be…Pranay… My homie? I love you and your stupid comments on
everything, your pretty-ness and for being my punching bag…
Mathukutta… You make me very proud but please don’t kill yourself while accomplishing just
about everything in life. Anna, Nadia… I’ll cry just thinking about leaving you guys… You guys
are my sisters so I know I’ll be seeing you soon… Prabha, Priya I’m definitely going to miss your
exciting, funny personalities… Never change
Utu, Tubby… our late night confessions and just about everything else will be missed. Mrs. T,
Mrs. Mary, Uncle Paul, Mini Aunty and Mr. Punnoose… You’re support and kindness has made
Kodai my home… Mom, Dad, Priya without you guys I would have never been able to accomplish
all that I have. You are my strength, confidence and courage. Lastly, Good Luck Class of 2012,
we are destined for greatness!

- Bo Hye Kwon
I LOVE 내 엄빠랑♥
JeeHyun = 내 하나뿐인 자기>< 사랑한다 내 정신적지주. 뿌잉뿌잉 te voy a extrañar muchos. Querido ♥
Soohyun = 구질미룽요쑹약골 :) 감정표현좀 해봐! 부끄러워 할 필요 없어 ><얼른얼른 ♥
Jeeyeon= 아이고 우리문이, 나 보고싶을거지?><응응? 난 보고싶을텐데 ♥
Ji Yeon = 규야, 너 자꾸 시비거는데 함 싸우자 이거지 흑 보고싶을거야 ♥
Leeseul = 넌 보고싶지 않아 ㅋㅋ어차피 또 만날건데 ><장난이야 ♥
Hae Ju = 음…참치죽 해주면 보고싶어할겡ㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋ ♥
Rintso = You think I really love you? Mad or what?! :p jk. LOVE YOU ♥
Zenden = My best roommieeeeee ever and the only one made the promise coming to KOREA! ♥
Khandu = my ttanko and kewatachi friend :) We’ll see in Malaysia huh? ♥
Kimi = you better write only my name on your write up. Btw, do you remember C12? :p It’s not there anymore one
of our memories ♥
Siobhan (yubo♥) and Tenzin = I really want you guys here with us. Miss you ♥
Ji Won = I shall get one of these to you so that you can check this up huh? ><. 내 사랑 오맛호오맛호 흑흑 너가
가버려서 내가 얼마나 슬펐는지 몰라. 쨔랑해 ♥

- Arjan Gill

I was looking for a fresh start after completing a disastrous term in an Army school. Kodai was my beacon of hope. There
were two things that I realized about myself during the school orientation; one was that I was being part of a community
where I would write my own destiny and two, was being allergic to prawns as I was admitted in the Dish for a day before the
term began. It was a difficult transition for me. Hiking was something I did from an early age and I was enthralled by the
places Kodai had to offer. I did achieve some awards in Tennis, running, community service which I have always cherished.
But what I believe is that my greatest success has been making friends over here, as there are some that have truly affected
my life. I had originally intended to write some grand reflection of my years at Kodai addressing all thanks and grievances,
but when it came time to do it, I was left shooting blanks. High school was a time of changing interests and surroundings for
me. I enjoyed most of it but really when it comes down to it, Kodai has helped me to define myself and as Yoda says “You
will find only what you bring in” as whatever we do, will reflect our present and future. Never forget Kodai, I won’t.
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- Bruno de Greysier

“Kodi is where I went from being a boy to a man, where friends became family and school became home. KFC for life.
-Levis: It’s not about the size it’s about the shape”

:D
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- Pradhan Chandan
- Da Vin Kang

Hello people….
2 years flew by so fast. Sai Krishna, i hope you are reading this. Will miss the unfair pool games we used to have with you
teaming up with Pranabh. Yes the 2 on 1 games we used to have. The good times you know we will never forget. Anyways
I will miss you bro. I know you will be coming to Bhutan with the others. I guess I will see you there brother. Pranabh.
Wassap brother?! Farewell is near man. I will definitely miss the Bangalore times man. Boy, we had fun there. A lot of
memories with you, I may not remember them all but I fell like one is good enough to be cherished. I guess you and Sai
are going to Bangkok for college. Have fun there man, I know I couldn’t join you guys there but surely we will meet again
because I am sure I will come to Bangkok sometimes to meet you guys. Han Sol superstar, Wazzap?! Man I wish I got to
meet you and know you before when I came here 2 years ago. You have been such a good friend man… brother indeed.
I will miss the canteens and footbal. I am sure you will reach somewhere very high in football one day man. I am being
honest here, forget about the football manager and go for being an amazing player that you are. We may not be going
to the same college but I hope we can meet someday and have a cup of tea. Wangchuk Bhai, I hope you are still reading
this. I know reading this kind of thing is not something you do very often but I hope you will remember me. We have been
roommates and I guess I will graduate from this school as your roommate. I will miss the messy room where you beat
me games, shared a lot of what we had in mind and I guess you are the only one I really opened to first. Thanks for being
there. I KNOW you will graduate without problems and I bet you will make your dad, mom and brother proud. SID SID
SID wassap brother. You know I will miss you man. It was a pleasure knowing you man. You have always trusted me and
I have always treated you as my brother. You take care and stay confident, never look down on anyone and now that you
are a senior be a good one. Nitin, wassap.. the times we spent in the bathroom talking about what we felt about everyday
were all priceless. I will never forget you man. Just stay in touch and never let any boy or man look down on you. You are
what you are and you better be proud of it. Tika, brother I am telling this to you as a senior who is going to graduate from
this school. You be a good boy, mom and dad have a lot of expectations from you. Never give up in what you do. I believe
in you man so, do your best in everything. This school is special even you know it by now. Never bow down to anyone and
always look forward with yours head held up high, because that’s where you are going.
I don’t know why every journey has to end. It has been a long ride but a beautiful one because each and everyone have
played a really huge part in how I have grown and it is very hard to say goodbye. There are a lot of things I wish I could
have said, done or listened to but I guess I have no more time. I hope one day I can meet you guys and remember your
face. Talk for a while, invite you to my house, have a drink and laugh about the good old days.

Here I am, finishing the 6-year adventure in this extraordinary place. What I have learned and gained from Kodai is
priceless and indescribable. I cannot explain how Kodai changed me into the person who I am right now. During 6
years at Kodai, I have discovered treasures that cannot be exchanged with any.
Prachet, Krunal, Bruno, Ake, Abishesh, Kim, Daniel, Tejas, Nabeel, Vasu, Fughad, Sid, Rhys, Pranabh, Hansol,
Gothi, Zain….. I have learned so many things from u guys. I am very grateful to have friends and advisors like u
guys. The best treasure I will ever find is u guys… “School’s out, Memories past, Don’t ever doubt, Our friendship
will last.” C.S…..LOL
RRM, the unpolished diamond I found in this strange place… “There is only one happiness in life: to love and be
loved.” I really appreciate that you make me feel what is it like to love someone and to be loved by someone. This
is for you; “We are still masters of our fate. We are still captains of our souls.” I love you, RRM.
아버지, 어머니. 제가 언제나 실망만 끼쳐드려 죄송하다는 말이 감사하다는 말보다 앞서네요. 저에게 설명할 수 없을 정도의
사랑을 많이 주신 것에 대해 감사 드립니다. 아버지, 어머니 사랑합니다. 언제나 우러러보고 존경하는 부모님에게 제가 평생을
노력해도 값지 못할 감사를…
P.S “Kaddu, I deeply appreciate what you have done.”
“Wherever you go, no matter what the weather, always bring your own sunshine.”
C.S..May the force be with you…

- Devayu Chowgule

But, for now… goodbye.....
CHANCE
- Karteeka Uppalapati

Kodaikanal, Where do I start?
MUSHROOMS !!!!!
Kodi School has been my home for two years. Growing up here made
me realize my potential, and that I can do so much more than what I
had always thought. I am going to miss my friends, and the people and
the serenity in this place.

Thanks to all my teachers who put up with me… for the past 3 years Ms. Vedmurthy especially you for being my partner in crime.
Rintso (Pig) for all the food you cooked. Menda for the lame jokes…. “A friend calls another friend at home, and asks him; are you
at home? The friend reply’s no I am in Africa” hahahaha. Lezume for tall the pointless conversations we had…. Yeshey for listening to
my lame jokes thanks to menda..… Bruno (apetube.com) for cooking eggs at 3 in the morning and can’t forget naked hill…. “Bro am
going to church” said at 4 a.m. Veera bro for all the stupid plans and things we were planning to do ‘Biryani’ Zenden I have no idea
where to start… but good to see that you are enjoying food… Finally…. You finished the dry fruits. Danny Thanks for letting me spend
the night at you house…
The class of 2012 shall be missed.
It’s a New Beginning.
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- Devraj Ray
Times flies like an arrow; fruit flies like a banana.
5 years, 200 weeks, 1400 days of Kodai life. I entered the green gated school in 2007, with long hair, a heavy bag full of
textbooks, and a sense of...idon’tevenknowwhat. As the years went by, the hair started going, the textbooks were still there
and the ineffability transformed into an understanding of life as I know it.
Senior year, despite the amount of work and the amount of stress it was marvellous: waking up with Vinay drooling 10 feet
away from me, eating breakfast with the Lochenders and the Solvikites, losing 2-1 in Spanish class to Tino, whispering the
latest school gossip during breaktime with Niina, Priyanka and Karishma. Trying to keep up with hindi movies by talking to
Mudra, Karam and Pranay. Learning about Australian time zones. Laughing at Mr. Smoot’s disconnected English class with
Aparna; I’ll never have a better one. Going to stockroom to get coupons with my baby sister to get her coke. Bio class,
making perverse jokes with Yash and Noor and eventually Mr. David sending one of us to the other side of the classroom.
History class, listening to Mr. Ramesh’s childhood stories with Alysha and laughing at Allan laughing. Film class discussing
the viendava with Jazzy and Dash. Wasabi practice afterschool. STUDCO meetings trying to put my deep voice and be
intimidating, fail! Giving Sophiyaa do’s and don’ts, for next semester’s STUDCO. Mailing Varun and Sanjana S. asking for
advice from the studs. Dinner with Divya, one of the best parts of my day. Talking to Raj, my therapist about … Study hall
with Mr. Thomas processing… Late night matches with Nihar, Stephen and Adheip, finally being able to stay awake late night.
The most important for last, the 4 people that gave me the motivation to have such an amazing experience, thank you mum,
dad, di, and Auntie Zea. (:

- Dhruv Gandhi

We all have ups and downs and so did I but Yasho was always there for me. You’ve been an amazing friend and guide to life in
Kodi, and you’ll do well wherever you go. Bombay was amazing and thanks again. Karishma, it’s been fun ☺ (blaming me for
things I never said). Pallavi & Tino, I’ve only looked forward to B&M classes because of you guys. Raj, Vinay, Stephen: I’ve had
a great time discussing college, the future, and life with you guys, and I’m sure I’ll always have your support. Bhanja: We’ve
had things in common :P Pranay, Devraj, Adheip and Nihar: it’s been fun arguing and discussing football with you. To all of my
teachers, thank you. All my dorm mates: I have had an amazing time with all you guys. To all of my roommates (especially Rhys
and Talib) - it’s been a pleasure sharing a room with you guys, and I wish you guys the best. Mudra, I love you Bollywood. Noor,
my Chennai bus buddy: I’ve been mean to you but at the end of the day, you’ve been a great friend, I love you. Kevin, you’ve
been an amazing dorm parent, don’t ever give up on us. I’m going to miss how you let us watch late night football matches
without even complaining- you truly know me. To those who will be here next year: Meghna Nath, Talib, Samridhi, Raiyan,
Ganga and D’Cunha,: I love you guys and I hope you guys have an amazing senior year and I am really going to remember the
times that we spent together as roommates and friends. I’m sure I’ve missed a lot of people, but I’m sure we’ll meet again. I
owe this experience of Kodai School to my parents, Thank You.
I am going to miss you all. I love the class of 2012.
Credit: Noor Dhadha

- Dheeraj Waran

Here’s to two insane years that I spent on this hill and to all those people who made my stay here amazing.
Namita, My curly haired buddy, thanks for everything. You made Kodai unforgettable. Shots! Pallavi, My favourite
mallu in the whole world! Shots! Noor, Jazba and Malachi, to the most epic hikes ever and burning frogspawn!
Arjan, Best roommate ever! Adwait, thanks for our Daily breakfasts at Amsa and for being a really great friend!
Chandan, Nitin, Tsering, Daryani and Wangchuk, Here’s to an amazing year of chocolate and flashlights! Sid,
Kombdi Palali, my Marathi friend, you made the worst days epic! Karishma, two sips! Tanvi and Yeseswi, The
princess and the blonde one ;) Love you! “Character Sketches”. Aashika, Econ bud, you and Bob made my day
man! Yash, Thanks for being awesome. Here’s to senti conversations and good times! Gothi and Bruno, Why this
Kolaveri Di? Shonali, remember Bio class? Killing plants and all that with Yamini ☺ ! Alysha, Priyanka and Aditi,
Here’s to arguments, role models and good times! “True that”. Lubna, Busty! Thanks for sticking by me when there
wasn’t anyone else, and just being an awesome friend in general. Petril and Atmik. Anuka, 3 months and you made
my life awesome. Here’s to the hill and “Shawty got low!” Yamini, You are awesome. Thanks for being there for me
from the very first ToK class to today. Love you! Matt, In spite of all the stuff that’s gone down, we had great times
man! And yeah, thanks for saving my ass ☺
We had joys we had fun, we had seasons in the sun,
But the hills that we climbed were just seasons out of time.
Goodbye, Kodai. I will miss you.
- Govinda Shedde
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- Hae Ju Han

- Han Sol Kim
It’s good that I made it lol it has been 6 years that I have been at KIS and I can’t believe we are graduating. Well My first
roommate Leeseul! i will miss your care and your existence, have fun in England !!! My hobbit Bohye, i will try not to use and
다시다 when i am cooking okay? And JeeHyun~ i think i will see you every day if we go to Delhi!!!!!!!!! Mun, my pretty girl you
better miss my food lol Soo hyun you are crazy but lazy hahah Reva, it’s good that you love me but i don’t think i do haha JK
i love you man. kimi we have known each other for 6 years and will miss you :) Hansol, 돼지코 세레모니 고맙고! 축구 열심히
하는 모습 보기 좋다~! Pranabh you are very good friend and you always care about sai and so let’s have fun in Delhi man lol
Stephen, i know i am mean but you know i care about you and will miss you. NiNi i will miss you and you better keep in touch
dont be a bitch. Mahi and zuki, take care and will miss you. Qismat, my delhi girl, thank you for everything and we will go to
abys for last treat okay? 진훈이 열심히 percussion 하고!!! 박지연이는 내가 없다고 굶지말고 사랑한데이~! 지연이가 없으면 내 인생이
심심한데 ㅜㅠ 큰일이다. 사랑해 그리고 보고싶을꺼야. shreya, machi will miss you and dont cry front of anyone but me, will miss
you so much :)
Veera, Wanchu, Zenden, davin, nitin, Tsering, bruno, Rintso, Jose and Sriram thank you for all the good times :)
Sai, you are my best friend and the best love that i have in my life! Thank you for all the things that you have done for me and
miss you already.
- Mom and Dad, thank you for all the support and forgiveness. Love you so much ~!

Firstly I just want to thank my family for being there for me when I needed them the most and I appreciate all
the things that they have done and sacrificed for me. In my last 4years in Kodi I have made one of the most
memorable times, thanks to the following people: Rhys, Bruno, Prachet, Chandan, Sai, Pranabh, Tashi, Danny,
Vasu, Sid, PAPA, Preet, Abishesh,Zain, Krunal, Kamte, Byung chan, Ake, Da vin, Young wook, Nabeel, Veera,
Rintso, Lezume, Menda, Kunsang, Akansha, Jee hyun, Zenden, Singye, Abir, Talib, Amar, Joshua, Karen, Ganga,
Ameer, Nitin, Jin hoon, Tsering, Sriram, Reuben, Anchul, Lallu, KHL, Wenona, Eunhye, Karma, Ali, Mrs. Siva, Mr.
Ambrose, Mr. Sither, Mrs. J, Mrs.Roy, Mr. Thomas. There are no words to describe you guys all of you mean a lot to
me. I will miss you guys and I will always have you guys in my heart.
“If one of us goes in then we all go through it”, “Peel it to Feel it” - hahahaha PAPA,“Never giving up”, “for sake”,
“Banana Girls” , “LADDU”, Bendy , Cycling around the lake, Late night football matches, having philosophical talk
(Abishesh), “Garbage”hahaha, “Madaladala” ,”KFC” , “DASHO”, “Senior Sneak (private pool) hahahaa”, “Buri”,
Camp, CCD, TIBS Boyz, Amsa (Amse), Indoor football, Field trips, Senior Lounge, Field day, “Hart and Sole” ,
“Is there Bathroom in the toilet?”(Football trip to Bombay), “DUMBO”, “Harold & Kumar”, “Room Fire (Mayvilla)”,
Bruton, Formals, KodiOpen, Coming back from Ooty – Vidit ………
“How lucky I am to have something that makes saying goodbye so hard”

I cannot believe I am graduating high school.
I’ve learnt a lot throughout my high school year in Kodi,
and I won’t be able to forget about all the good memories I had here.
Thank you all for making the best out of my three and a half year in Kodi.
- Byungchan Han

Special thanks to Zenden Dorjee, BoHye Kwon, Rintso Tobgyel, Leeseul Lee, SooHyun
Lee, JeeYeon Mun, Hae Ju Han, Sai Krishna, Abishesh Dhakhwa, Veera Sheeram,
Vasudev Parkkot, Vishal Manu, Tashi Yoedsel Wangchuk, Amar Nathwani, Ji Yeon
Park, and the whole of Super Senior Girls’ Football Team 11-12.

Thank you to all my friends for making my experience at KIS so memorable- TV, Jimmy, Shreya, Thums, Jiglet,
Pamps, Dheeru, Kality , Yams, Vishal , Devamani, Nihal, Akash and Kevin.

Thank you all- And I love you all.

Tanvi, Jimmy and Shreya- Thank you so much for being there with me through the up’s and down’s. We’ve
survived! And I couldn’t have done it without the three of you. I’m going to miss all our spazzy moments, the
depressing times. We’re the four best friends that anybody could have! All my good memories of KIS have been
with you guys! I love you and I’m going to miss you so much!!

Not to forget my Mommy, Daddy and one and only brother.
I ♡ you all.

Thums, Jiglet and Pamps- I’ll never forget the memories that I’ve had with you guys, all the exciting weekends,
music field trip, and all the other fun times- too many to write here! Thank you for being there for me! I’m going to
miss you guys! Lowe is there!!
Kality- Thanks for entertaining me through aall the psycho-laagy classes.

- Jee Hyun Kim

Devamani- I’ll always remember the upper boyer bonding sessions
Dheeru- I’ll miss all the ecaan classes, thanks for bunking most of them :p
Nihal, Akash and Kevin- I wish you guys were still here…
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- Karishma D’Lima
- Jeeyeon Mun

Shall love my Soong Soong, Bohye , Leeseul, Haeju, Jeehyun and Jiyeon
forever :*
I will miss you Chris ! Take care of yourself, always :)
Rhys, thank you for EVERYTHING !

Kodi means a lot of things to a lot of people, to me it has been:
Adakullam ‘Jist’ talking to my nose “ You think your grandmother is still attracted to your grandfather. Ew, shes probably
just attracted to the memory.”
Kissing old men
Being told to stop vomiting sunshine.
Finding out that sex is inevitable like
a fat guy ordering desert when everyone wants to leave and realizing that I’m the fat guy ):

Mun and Rhys - 16/08/10
Crashing cars.
Bumchum.
Doggy style.

Rejected.
2 sips.

Setting rooms on fire.

DUMBO . Sleep is coming.

GAKEY.

How to make friends in college? Booty bump!

Vinnie the pooh. Under my Umbrella..ella ella.

Emotional moments with catton condy.
Being a blonde Indian. Laluuuu.

I’m a worldly pleasure .

Answer: zz.. the sound a fly makes.

How hot are we?
When they finally realize “there’s two of them”.
Late nights with Harold and Lester but at least we’re not
seen behind the bushes. ANTO. Shuuun the non-believer. KeBaab Singh. Liberro .
Grade 9 Health. Sexy Chick -->Cause I don’t swear.
‘labs’.
Early onset diabetes. BUBS.
cool group.
Dare to date. JINX.

Rhinoplasty .

Some interesting raps.

Even more interesting

Ghaanghu. My mowgli. If the world was high school, India would be the

Squeeze and DROOL. Nigguh please. La?

For making me laugh till I cry and for just being there - thank you so
much. Love you more than you can imagine.

Firstly I would like to thank my Parents for sending me here I’ll never be able to
thank you enough. Mom I want you to know what a big difference you have truly
made in my life. I want to thank my parents for never giving up on me. My mom for
constantly pushing me to do my best and my dad for always having confidence in
me. I also want to thank my sister Sangay Om for always protecting me and being
more of a friend than a sister and especially my brother Jigme Tshering. I would
also like to thank my Aunt Yangtsi for always being there and understanding me
and being a friend at all times and all my cousins. I have had both good and bad
experiences here but I am grateful for the people I have met. I really couldn’t have
made it through high school without my friends, Akansha, Bhagya,Kunsang,Pema
,Qismat,Zenden,Lezume ( The Bhutanese & Korean gang).I know we’ll always be close
and so thankful to have such amazing People in my life , the experiences will never be
forgotten or replaced : )To my teachers thank you for putting up with me and guiding
me through HS.Anyways Good Luck class of 2012 and thanks for the memories !

- Karam Sawhney
After a whole 2-year stay at KIS, it’s hard to believe I’m finally leaving. All the “Delhi” jokes, the cold showers,
the “blondy” jokes and the many, many relationships… it’s all finally drawing to a close. It’s unimaginably hard
to fit 2 amazing years into just 200 words… If I had to choose one thing to thank KIS for is the bonds that I was
able to make with so many people. The strong bonds of friendship that I was lucky enough to experience, gave
me the chance to make such amazing friends, like Nilani and Mudra, two people who I really must thank for the
past two years, they’ve been the most wonderful friends and they’ve always been there for me. And as a matter
of fact, Valentino, Pranay, Yamini, Sushant, Chandy, Rhys and so many more (like my lochend brothers) have
always had my back and gotten me through so many things that I am so grateful to have met them. It’s because
of these people that I know that these bonds that we’ve made will last much after I graduate. I was also lucky and
very privileged to be able to have great juniors like Amay, Zahaan, Irfana, Narain and Mitali who honestly made
my senior year freaking awesome!!!!! Also, I’m sure I wouldn’t have made it this far without the constant help and
support of Mr.Kevin and Mr.Roy. But, the one person who I’d like to think of as the main reason for making my
senior year the most memorable time of my life would be Manya Mirchandani. Every single moment I spent with her
made me glad to be in this school. Thanks all of you guys! I know I’m never going to forget these 2 years in Kodai
and it’s all thanks to you, each and every one of you! :)

Class of 2012
They always said our class was too big and too wild and they were probably right.
However, the important thing is that we had fun. Good luck everyone!

- Khandu Om
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- Krunal Kabutarwala
Glad to be out of here

- Lezume Phuenkhang

Three years have passed by so fast and now I can’t believe it’s time to leave. Kodai has given me so many
memories that I can’t put down into words but will always cherish and carry it in my heart no matter where I go. I
would like to thank all the people who have made kodai another home for me (you know who you are) “YOU” will
always be in my heart :)
Don’t know how I’m going to gather the courage to look you guys in the eye and say good bye.
Don’t Cry!
This is not the end!
This is a beginning of a new
chapter in our life!
- Min Gyu Lee

I LOVE U GUYS SO MUCH AND WILL MISS ALL OF YOU TERRIBLY!!!!!
MENDA =ABU :P
KHANDU = PARTY TIME :D
ZENDEN = THE EYE ;)
RINTSO = IT’S TIME FOR DUMBO TO FLY :)
PEMA = HAPA :) (ENGLISH CLASS)
QISMAT = BOLLYWOOD :)
AKANSHA = MERO MAYA BURI FOR LIFE ;)
KUNSANG = THE BUFF ONE :D
DEVAYU = YOU DRIVE ME CRZY :O
YESHEY= NO “B” HAHA ;)

- Leeseul Lee

BORIO = YOU WERE A BIG SURPRISE THAT POPPED OUT OF NOWHERE AND HIT ME HARD!!! THANK YOU SO MUCH
FOR EVERYTHING AND I LOVE YOU :)

Yeah~ graduating!!!!! GOOD-BYE KIS
I think I’m going to miss this place a little (?)hahahaha :D
I would never forget the days I’ve spent in Kodai, cook and eat together, cutting
ppls hair,
I’m going to MISS you guys A LOT T^T especially CLASS OF 2012!!!
I will always remember you guys and LOVE YOU ALL<3<3<3
한가족 같이 지내고 잊지못할추억 만들어준, 뽀혜 지혀니, 지연이, 문니, 수혀니, 혜주,
그리고 나 자신?ㅋ 고맙고 싸랑해

FINALLY:

life is too precious to worry about stupid stuff
so have fun, get drunk and fall in love
say what you want to say
and do what you want to do
regret-nothing
and don’t let people who
don’t matter, bring you down!!!

왕,왕비!! 코디와서 좋은 경험하고, 좋은 친구들 만날 수 있게해주셔서 감사해요
나 엄마 아부지 들꼴 빼먹은(?) 철부지 딸인거지?? 그래도 주는 넘치는 사랑, 정성
고마워
엄마 아부지 없었으면 나 이런 좋은 경험 못했을꺼야ㅎㅎ
우리 동생들 언니가 또는 누나가 너희들 사랑하는거 알지? 내가 표현을 잘못해서
그래…ㅋ
엄마,아부지,설화.선화.인화 진짜찐짜X10000 하늘만큼 땅만큼 우주만큼 이세상 무엇보다
사랑해<3
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- Malachi Symonds
- Lubna Anantakrishnan

This is to the 2 years that changed me so much. To everything that made these two years- Cheers to the BEST
dorm in the whole world! CASTLE, Gossip Girl, Sunday market, peas and jackfruit, the usual at TAVAs, momos,
Uncle’s, EnSci and Math Studies jokes, Chem. labs, Econ moments (ehm), Physics class betting, ENGLISH, double
track, all the cribbing, the procrastinating, hours on Flag Green, almost dying on the best fieldtrip EVER, Solvik girl
talk nights, catching thieves, awkwardly passing couples outside dorm, fail all-nighters, SNEAK, the best canteens,
my countless obsessions (I love you guys for bearing me), gerentophilia, OUR bathroom stall, Frisbee, Poondi and
Coke (shonooja!), our amazing cakes, egg-cheese and spam, KOKA, jelly, rock fries, the teasing, the bushes and
the chapel *cough cough*, the rumours, all the fights, all the firsts and all the mistakes, and every little detail that
made these 2 years unforgettable.
To the people without whom Kodi wouldn’t be the same:
Jazba- from nightmares to heart-to-hearts to Gossip Girl Sundays, we had it all.

Sooooooooooo…..2 years finally there. I will miss everyone especially Peter, Namzipoo (Namita), Sammy (Samhita),
Do for money (Sarah), DhaDha (noor),Blondie, Cakes, BONANNA, Josh and last but not least Pippa. Theses people
have made life here so far away from home easier for me. I have had a lot of memories and I will never forget. I hope
everyone stays in touch.
I always wanted to put a quote into write up like “my word is gold” or “expect anything from anyone the devil was once
an angle”. Now that I’m sitting here writing it I really have no idea what to say. so I guess ill end with 2 quotes from
people who mean or meant a whole lot to me one is “never change no matter what people should except you as you
are” and the other is “if you really want to do something think once think twice think three times if you have to and
then….. go all the way”.
I want to give a special thanks to Shekinah Truman and Jillian Moody for helping me with wise words when I was down
or just for the encouragement. THANK YOU SO MUCH!!!!!

Namita- the bhakarwadi lover, I’ll miss our girl talks!
Pallavi- with the best pickles ever!
Karishma- Girls night out! Karaoke! Just 2 sips!
Dheeraj aka Venky- with his petril, atmik, awkward moments, and arguments, I’m so glad our friendship was
stronger than I thought it was.
Raj- You make me smile. United we stand. Always.
Valentino Jason Bajaj- *sigh* Simply the sexiest and the best husband there’s ever been. (Listen Na?)
Mudra- Kameena Saala =)
Arko- has taken me on my WORST days, thanks for never slapping me!
Yash- my buddy, the one who randomly breaks into song and the best smelling boy in school!
- Mani Misra

Lohia- the laziest person I know. I’ll see you on your 30th birthday. And yes, I got it, nothing exists! :P
Yamini- The stories! The Poona connection! I love talking to you.
Pranay- Football in Physics and English! Although I’d rather walk alone :P
......And everyone else who was a part of my life here. I love you.
And most importantly, to my SBs: Aditi, Priyanka and Alysha- You know it all. I love you more than anything. Thank
you for being the best friends ever.
Cheers

“We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.”
- T.S. Eliot
Living in Kodi and being a part of KIS surely was an exploration of not only, me, but also about “out there”, i.e. the world where I am
going to step in now. This place has taught me lot things about life, and in the process made me what I am and what I want to be.
So, today, at this beginning of my Kodi “end”, (which is why I leave with the above quote), I would like to thank all the people who are
related to me, and have made this happen, that is, my family firstly, for believing in me and wholeheartedly supporting and loving me,
always, Mrs Tandon, for all times she has stood for and by me, when nothing seemed right, and being more than a dorm parent, my
teachers and peers for their valuable help and guidance and my friends, for coming into my life and making this place, a total joyride
and a treat to stay in. I am sure to miss you guys more than anybody else! All the best! (Personal messages, I’ll give personally hehe,
cz we have way too many good memories to fit in here)
But thank you everyone!
Lots of love!
Hakuna matata!
Ciao =)
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- Matthew Gordon

- Mudra Kumar

This suspense is terrible. I hope it will last.

Coming from a “developing metropolitan” I was unsure of what Kodi would be like. I was nervous; but how the
scenario has changed over two years. I still cant believe that time flew by so fast. I can’t imagine going away from
all you guys. Over the past two years, I have made friends for life: an extended family all over the globe. All I want
to say is that you guys are the best thing that has happened to me, you guys are my life.
Kodi has been all about Dyelhi, Senior citizen sindhis, limits, cricket matches in aby’s and bollywood movies,
Mundhra-shaves and epic moments, P-90 X forearm, Korean and Marathi, BHYUUNGHAAA, government (sarkar),
fekfy, Telugu movies, time of your life, Aussie cricket fans, SAAAVDHAAAN, Devraj –EMOTE, Vinay prom hump,
Popo, Holy Cow- m gonna kiss u, Rashada- Barca, BHARTHLETTA WHESTA JUNIORSUH, allu arvind, Trps-tujhe
dekha toh yeh, gogonuds, Gordon- aap kaise hai?, oo shaala…chor aaya aur dabake chala gaya :P, Rajes- dining
hall tickle, pandu, anji bhanji, wangmo-tumhara shirt upar karo, Auntyji- work on you laugh :P, Ngawang- my
brother, Cadbury abs bricks, mommy, Indus International Schyool, Laaaaaa? (Stop it for god’s sake), mallu devhindi classes, zhandu balm, mandu, Gandhi-singhi: tu maaro bha che, pallu- the mallu, CONDO, Niina: you know
what :P, Waran- gonna tickle u to death, hansolar, youngwookaaa tera baap ki l*** hai?, aneesha-english classes,
leeseulaaaaaa- too cool, and MIRACULOUSLY, swat cat, parminder, big mandai, do u want kisMUN in KIS?, Khandu
your eyes, Danial- double team mundhra, lezume- dance, chandrakant- kisses broo, Sparsh- never give up, AdwaitYAAA DEEE!!, sammy- fun times, jasvinder singh aloowalia, rin taso, yeshey- I still love you, wadhva bros- love u
two… aby’s, bollywood dance, thaneer thaneer, EMOTE, southern tip, Chennai music trip, poondi, ooty cricket, west
chats..
It’s been a long journey- 2 dorms, 4 rooms, 4 dormparents and 12 roommates. Clav and West. I would like to
thank all the teachers for making KIS so unforgettable. Thanks mummy and papa.
I will miss all of you. Guys stay in touch. Love you all…
- Mathew Joseph

Mudra

My KIS experience has been incredible. Looking back into these last four years, I’ve realised how much I’ve grown
as a person, and how my perspective on life has changed. I’m forever thankful to this school and everyone I’ve
gotten to know. Kodaikanal and Kodai School will always hold a very special place in my heart.

- Namita Cherian

Wow 2 years went by so fast. I would like to thank my parents for giving me this wonderful opportunity to come to
KIS. I would like to thank all my teachers for helping me through this horrible IB diploma program. I would like to
thank all my SOLVIESS for being there for me when times got hard…I’ll miss you all very much. I’m especially going
to miss my best friend Pallavi Kainady…...you and me in North America making them all eat Kappa and Beef pickle
LOL,but seriously don’t forget me just cause we are like 200 miles away from eachother.COCO,thankyou for being
an awesome friend and I hope my lectures actually meant something to you. PETER and Sarah thank you for being
awesome friends,Psych would be so boring without you (Sarah).Dheeraj thanks for giving us 10 rupees in our first
canteen, that was a start to a great friendship. Thank you Jazz for being my roommate for a semester. I know I
can be loud and irritating but thanks for putting up with it. Sammy, thank you for being my roommate for a year. It
was a lot of fun and I’ll cherish those memories. Sorry for the fights and arguments but hopefully those memories
still hold a big place in your heart like they do for me. There’s a special person here who I would like to thank, this
person has been there with me through everything, through the whining and complaining and even the teasing;
Malachi. We might not have had all good times but the ones that we did have were amazing. I hope you keep in
touch and in the future we stay friends…I love you.
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- Nilani Jawahar
“This bridge will only take you halfway there, to those mysterious lands you long
to see. Through gypsy camps and swirling Arab fair, and moonlit woods where
unicorns run free. So come and walk awhile with me and share the twisting
trails and wonderous worlds I’ve known. But this bridge will only take you
halfway there. The last few steps you have to take alone.”
- Shel Silverstein
- Nathan Servand

I am still contemplating on how I should begin, but I realize that I should write something about kodai and the
impact it has had on my life. To sum everything right from being a freshman to a senior in this school, I can
proudly say that I was confronted and exposed to things I never had imagined. Experiences I have had have
shaped who I am today and brought me closer to the reality of this world. It has moulded me, trained me, and put
me to test which I am very grateful for, because we all know life is just that-‘experiences’. I will have to admit that
I will surely miss this school, and especially the people. The moments spent with friends on fieldtrips, camps or
even while playing a sport, all have made me very happy to have been part of this school. I have reached the end
of high school, but also understand that I am on the brink of something new. In short I will take the memorable
experiences with me, good or bad- all to be learnt, none to be forgotten.

- Nina Kawarazaki
Thousands of hours of schooling and it’s finally over. I’ve travelled through numerous hot cities, countless hours of transit
delays, thousands of rupees worth of excess luggage and a bus full of Avomine-infected kids to find you: Kodaikanal
- Nihar Shah

Four years at this amazing place has been such a blur. Weekend nights with ice cream and bikes, rooftops, field trips, hikes
etc. David Brenner said ‘Treasure the tears, treasure the laughter, but most importantly, treasure the memories.’
Memories are all we have left now.
Marina, I can’t imagine the last year without you, you are capable of so much more than you think, I will never forget you.
Abed, love you. Ezra, Netherlands and Claverack were amazing with you. Vinay, for always being there, you’ve helped me
grow in so many ways. Devraj, my oldest friend at KIS, been through so much with you Gandhi. Stephen, stay in complete
sanity my friend, you’ve been the best roommate. ‘What a Bhanja.’ Raj, you little monster. Vickram, I can finally actually call
you a bro hmmphhh ;) Jeren, Kilimanjaro soon, yea bru! The other Neens and Nini. Reva for being my loyal 501. Mahi, my
mommy. The one and only Zuki. Remember Kuki, #3 and #4 will last for infinity. Tamara, we’ll get to that astronomy tower
one day. Alysha my cutie. Pranay, bloody scouser. Skylor, Blarg. Mudra for the kisses. Nadia for taking care of me. Sriram
the macha. Karan for being a beta. Shogali for 9th grade. Sai, for understanding me and showing me my mistakes. HaeJu,
my classes would’ve been terrible without you, my Juju. Aparna, for being small. Dhruv for whyyy. Veer, for being awesome.
Karishma, you’ve been the most amazing friend. There’s something so amazingly special about you. 29 boys, The Mona
Lisa haha, I’m gonna miss you so much. The big eyed gypsy who went from a crazy girl to one of my best friends. Kimi, my
penguin, through the good times and the bad. Siobhan, my mwazungu and rafiki. My dad, who I will always look up to. My
mum, everything would be impossible without her. Anay for all the advice, help and beatings, I’ve learnt so much from you.

What does KIS teach you? Rumors are ruthless but friends still love you.
Hard drives, Skype and Noodles are enough to live on. Always take the last shower stall and never sit on the toilet seat.
Whenever you find TP, steal it. Use a dartboard to take out your anger. Love on this hill is like being married. KFC doesn’t
rot on a 12-hour bus ride. Go to the dish, scream out your account number. Teachers can love you. Dorm can be home.
Remember what Kodai means to you: Bendy and sports or church and God, Alumni Hall and drama or just tea on Flag
Green? Whatever it may be, Kodai’s the one, that made me, Me.
Thank you:
Dish ladies who helped me walk
Teachers who actually cared and loved me
Two girls whose door is always open when I come down the stairs
The boy who snot in my hand
Best friends who love Sundays in the shade and
The boy who always waits at the spot
おじいちゃん、おばあちゃん、パパ、ママ、真利奈、ブンちゃん、スンちゃん、神様：ありがとう

Thank you KIS, for all the memories.
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Never thought I’d feel this way when I first came here but I am actually
gonna miss kodi. Sither was right; I don’t remember anything from class.
Just remember all the crazy stuff at April Prime Time (APT), never got to
be true to the name; missing breakfast each morning and bumping into
the Rajus from BE and Pen at Amsas. Missing all the crazy times with “The
Brotherhood” starting with Rish, firing off rockets into people’s houses,
learning how to wake-board, finding whatever ingredients we could and
somehow making perfect meals, Sahil and his tricks involving pillows.
Stupid stuff Malachi and I did everywhere we went; making complete fools
of ourselves and not caring at all. Gonna miss Sarah and her loud person,
Nams with our talks at our spot, PG and his farfetched ideas, Sidd and his
tales of trouble, head-banging sessions with Govinda, flicking Coaksies tits,
Sammy and her addiction to trouble, sitting off at Flag Green cracking jokes
about Solvik and “Solvik-Showers”, passing out at Flag Green on a sunny
day. Gonna really miss Mr. Strange’s English class where he’d relive what
we were learning with his theatrics and oddly timed pelvic movements,
Mr. Shand’s forgiving nature and his ability to teach me Chemistry, and of
course cooking with Mr. Sam. This was a huge learning experience for me.
Delayed gratification being the last lesson learned #dayafterIdesofMarch.
When I first came here I couldn’t even spell gradjuate. Now I are one.

- Akanksha Karki

I came to Kodi in 2008, at that time it didn’t feel like 4 years down the road would be so important to me and would be a huge
part of my life. First, I would like to thank my Mummy, Bua, Akriti and my baby Aiyemu. Bua, I will never thank you enough
for giving me a second chance and sending me here. Mummy, thank you for your endless support, love and always standing
tall by my side and believing in me when I needed it the most. At this juncture in my life, few weeks to graduate from high
school; this moment would have never come if it was not for you two. Also, aunt Sakun and uncle Shiva, thanks for your
constant encouragement and guidance through everything, akumamu for always praying for my best and believing in me. If it
wasn’t for you all, I wouldn’t have made it this far.
Khandu, Pema, Qismat, Kunsang, Lezume, Bhagya, Bhutanese girlfriends, Hansol, Rhys, Sai, Dani, Pranabh, Chandan,
YoungWook, Tashi, Preet, Christina, thanks guys for always sticking by my side as we crossed roads through confusing yet
thrilling and rewarding high school days. You guys know me the best as much as I know you. Bolly, Valentino, Chandy, Susu,
Stephen, Adeihp, Zain, Matthew thanks for making my last two years amazing. My 11th graders, you know who you all are,
thanks for the memories. Sorry, if I missed out anyone.

- Peter Menezes

Sonu and Parth, be good & I’ll miss you! & Surya, though I couldn’t be a good sister, thanks for being a very good brother and
for all the love and care.
Time went by so fast and from where I stand now, tall and proud to have you all as a part of my life. I will reminiscence the
memories & I hope for the best for Class of 2012.

- Pema Wangmo

- Prachet Sancheti

Life in Kodai has been an amazing journey and it would have been
impossible to have made it this far without many people. Firstly, my
parents, Abba and Mummy for always supporting me in every stage of my
life, for believing in me and wanting the best for me. I would like to thank
Ama Doga, my Ajis, Uncle Kunsang, Aunty Jigme, Uncle Karma, Aunty
Sangay, and Aunty Dawa Yangzom for their guidance and advice; you have
always looked out for me. Aja SoyangLa, Pantso, Ogen, Tseyang, Diki, Tseki
and Yangkii and my brothers, thanks for being there for me everytime and
for being such amazing sisters and brothers. I love all you guys.
Life in Kodai would be incomplete if it wasn’t for Kunsang, Qismat, Akansha,
Bhagya, Christina, Khandu, Lezume ,Ananya and Preet. We have made
so many memories here and I’ll cherish them. You guys have made life in
Kodai an amazing experience, I’ll miss you guys. Thanks to Menda, Pranab,
Rintso, Sangmo, Jagga, Karen, SeoYoon, Yash, Reza, Ali, Adhiep, Stephen,
Mudra, Kim, Zuki and Leeseul for the memories I made here with you, will
miss you guys. I would like to thank my teachers; I would not have made it
this far without your help.

KIS has changed a lot over the past 2 years and I’m glad to be moving on from this place. However the friends I made in
KIS are those that I will remember always. Bruno, Krunal, Kamte, Ake, Dani, Rhys, Sid, Davin, Dhakhwa,Han Sol,Rosy,
Zain, Vasup, Nabeel, Menda and many more. But one person that will always romber me is Faghad (Papa). There are
many memories that I will cherish during my time here starting from back in 8th grade in Lochend when I first joined.
The first 4 years in KIS was an enthralling experience for me specially the two years I spent in Bruton. However moving
to East House wasn’t anything that I expected it to be but rather every moment was more joyous than ever. Ganga,
Ameer, Khandu, Joshua, Narain, Malachi, Gandhi and others it was just a change of environment in dorm and that is
what made me enjoy dorm life specially the weekends and with Kevin it was even better. All these jiffies just add up to
become an unforgettable experience although there are many things that I did not and still do not appreciate here in
KIS. Lastly I just want to thank everyone else I missed out and my parents.
“Coca-Cola Pepsi why is Shaghad so Shexy?”

Lastly To The Class Of 2012: Best of Luck
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- Prashant Kapila

My past 6 years in this school were, as clichéd as it sounds, an amazing journey. Frankly, KIS gets the credit (or
the blame) of making me the person I am today.
I can recall those nights staying up till 2 AM working on the Extended Essay, and then laying sleepless in bed for
the rest of the night knowing how screwed you are for not completing it. I can recall spending Sunday afternoons
playing Ultimate Frisbee and being made fun of. I can recall criticizing the school food. I can recall spending hours
afterschool playing the cello. I can recall the weekends of video gaming marathons. I’ve had my share of winning
and losing, and now I find it rather amusing.
And now, the end is near and so I face the final curtains.
And this journey now reaches its end – and life, being as divergent as it is, leads us all to our own separate paths. I
wish for the class of 2012 the same success that I dream of. I will go on, with one eye on my experiences, one eye
on my morals, and one eye on the horizon. And a heart set on my aspirations.

- Prity Mallick

- Priyanka Chunduru
KIS, a place I never thought I would miss so much. A place where I have made the best of friends; who will never be
forgotten for life.
Three most important people, without whom I could’ve never gotten through these 2years.
Aditi(best roommate ever.will always remember you when the lights go off. Thank you for treating me like a baby &
taking care of me, Xplod).Alysha(threads & no touch policies, annoying you, random nonsense fights, drawing all over,
stalker lover boy, SAAVDAN).Lubna aka Lubeena(sports loving D/DD?... prayer spot (wishes and bf deprived), 3 day
record, mushed bananas & hiding papad. Uff teri ada.
*Fighting for good grades while discussing “paverty” & “techologee” in Econ with Aditi, Lubna and Yasho tickling everyone.
*Math with punjabi kuddi(where’s the money?)… irritatating & tickling you:p *B&M with Mr.Tino Bajaj *cough cough*)MIB-(the pretty boy (old man, sorry) who models & is in <3 with himself ONLY)….& squeezing into one row with Fatty(im
kidding) to calculate “profitaaability”:p *Les ombres du poils du nez français ,“alysha/aneesha”, mon oncle, sous la
sable,etc.*Ensci with 2lays , 1dairymilk, Alsa, Nigger(concave tushie), the couple(winnie the pooh & mallu kutti), “tirtytree” boy & “Mans man”.*Distracted in English with Dixie and Gerontophile. & explaining to Ishita Agrawal (the smart
ass) the obvious innuendos, with Ray fish.
“Wa-sabi” Lohia (sid from Ice Age) & “at the rate that this is going” Dhirubhai Ambani did you get some(b*bbe)?

These two years in KIS has been the most amazing years for me. At first, I want to say that I am going to miss KIS
and all my friends and all the funny moments which we had shall never be forgotten. I will miss my dorm where
my morning starts with Ms. Tondon’s bell which frightens me. My roommate, Mani’s jokes and Utpala, my running
mario, who make me laugh no matter what. Ammu’s dramatic reations are the funniest. Seldi and Swati’s laugh can
be recognized easily even if I am standing 20 feet away from her. Aditi’s hyperness, Karteeka best dialogue “meany
pie” are entertaining. My Vampire diaries buddy- Varsha, who is as crazy about Ian Somerhalder as I am. Rhea’s
hindi is one of the memorable moments for me. My indian idol partner, Rajkumar , who has the most amazing voice
and Prateek- Mr. phd in (ahem) – whose jokes might be lame but one can never stop hinself laughing at it and
bumzy (Yeshwanth) – who tries to act cool but fails everytime. Ishita – the google girl- who tries to pretend like an
adult but truly is a baby and Aneesha- another “Vampire Diaries” buddy and singing partner- the moments spent
singning in the quad during luch time shall be remembered. The last thing is that I will miss all of them and KIS. I
can’t believe we are leaving but all these memories are still present even though it is time to move on.
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“Solvik Peeps”- Alysha(Little Miss Princess), Aditi(Little Miss Bossy), Lubna(Mr.Awesome & Luis the croc),
Pallavi(excercising, pickles & belly dancing), NamZ(mallu african with curly hair & banana chips, bombay bo),
JazB(Pakistani immigrant worker),[ugly step dance] Anuka(ploom), Yamomi Juno Paul, Noor(Gypsy), Samhita, &
obviously Sadia (8th Aug):D Love you all.. Thank you Ms. Ruth for being there for me.
Love you Maa, Daddy, Akka, Sonal, Rav, and Janvee.
Thank you all for making it such a memorable journey and for supporting me all the way till THE END OF HIGH SCHOOL.
And Yes NOW “I am Priyanka Chunduru from Hyd(e)ra-bad, but studied in Bangalore in Indus International School for 2
years” and in Kodi in KIS for 2 years=D
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- Rauhan Boadita
- Raj Nagda
“Trinnngggg”. The alarm goes off… I twist around like a blind bat trying to locate the annoying sound that echoes
around my room… Where is this infuriating object?! It’s 6.30 am. I curse at myself for sleeping at 3. With my eyes
half-shut I stumble towards the washroom… As usual, the first person up in Loch-end is Stephen. I’m impatient,
wondering HOW LONG one has to wait to get a shower. I pray - ‘please don’t be cold.’ After an icy shower I walk
into room 7 where I am greeted with a warm hug from Vinay (I’ll miss those) who still stands there drunk in his
sleep and Devraj sits at his desk finishing math for his darling Ms. Smitha. In the next room, Nihar can’t resist
making fun of my ManUtd slippers… We walk together for breakfast where the dining hall staff dreads Bhanja’s
arrival. The moment I walk out of the dining hall- ‘SLAP’. That’s Aparna who hits me for not doing my work (geez,
less violence please!). I then, have chemistry where the only two people distracted from Mr. Shand’s intriguing
discussion are Trpta (thinking about lunch) and Shonali (planning her work). Next to me in bio class, Adheip sits
inattentively flaunting his art work and yet at the same time, being his polite self. English… One word for that classnightmare! Mudra goes crazy while Aneesha and I sit there in embarrassed astonishment. Later, during lunch all I
can hear is Niina’s unbelievably LOUD voice…

I’m about to graduate high school and it still hasn’t sunk in. I never thought it would happen after a certain
little “incident”, but it is☺. This year has been so different compared to any other I’ve had in Kodi. In fact every
semester I’ve had in Kodi has been different. Everything’s changed so much. I still wonder how I’ve fit in so well
with all this.
There are way too many things that I’ll miss here and number of things I won’t as well. But the things I will miss
are worth mentioning. Bruton football, clav forests, my room in BE, TIBS, CCD, Ms. Ved’s office, that view from flag
green that’s now been ruined by speed breakers, lounge, watching EPL in dorm…I really can’t put all those good
memories in 250 words because the EUCY people are being cheap about space.
But most of all, I think I’ll miss the people more than anything else. Zain, Dani, Prachet, Sid, Vasu, Nabeel, Veera,
Rish, FUGHEAD, Bruno, Krunal etc. I’ve had amazing times with each one of them and I don’t think I’ll ever forget.
Oh Mahi, and you’re included as well, don’t worry.
I don’t know how to finish off a senior write up, but writing all this made me realize that I will miss this place, no
matter how much I deny it.
Life all comes down to a few moments. This is one of them. -Charlie Sheen

That’s just a glimpse of my typical day in Kodai. Every moment is special and I’ll miss each one of you.
Thank you to:
To all the Clav boys- first guys I met. Tino, first day?! :P Mudra, the best roommate and friend one can have. Utuu,
the most wonderful person I know. Karruu: best friend… Noor: best locker buddy! Vashti, no words… Rajuuu, great
friend! LOCHEND, I love you. I haven’t mentioned so many amazing people (no more space ) I love you all- you’re
all brilliant!
Miss you.
- Reza Dehyadegari

- Rajkumar Kadam
It has been nearly two years since I first started climbing the Hills of Palani - the never ending
journey, the mesmerizing valley, the rain, the mist, and situated amidst this heavenly couch-shell,
the school which has been a truly unique and life changing experience. Kodi School – a place which
has not only exposed me to the enchanting exquisiteness of nature, but given me an opportunity
to rediscover myself in the light of my social life. Whether it is pole-dancing during dorm bonding,
getting up early every Saturday morning only to go for SoEx, and hanging out in Abyz with friends
almost every day, cooking in dorm, celebrating the best birthday ever or just watching movies over
the weekend, the past 2 years here hasn’t just been an experience. It has been a journey – from a
terrorist to (at least) a normal face, from a shy to a social being, from Rajkumar to Raju, I have truly
come a long way. As I now get ready to climb down the hill for one last time, I would like to thank
my family without whom I wouldn’t have come here, all those stupid, idiot friends without whom this
journey would have been impossible and those caring teachers who were a constant pillar of support
throughout. Lastly, I wish good luck to all the upcoming classes and a huge hug to the Class of 2012!
Miss you all!

(I am the one on the right)
In my time at KIS I have made many memories. Even though it is over after two years the high school life of every teenager is
going to affect their lives. Enjoying your time here is supposed to be the first priority in order to ensure that you don’t miss out
on the little but important things in life. High school teaches a lot of things and you need to make time for it to fit into your life.
And in the end don’t be sad that its over but be happy that it happened.

- Rajkumar
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- Samhita Sharma

- Rhea Padival

Kodaikanal has truly been a journey for me, emotionally. I was a real introvert when I first came to the school. But
when I was exposed to the people here I was amazed at the warmth I received. I think Utu was one of the first few
people I met along with Mani, Prity (blue eyes!), Karteeka and Seldron. Aditi was my first roommate. She has truly
been amazing and was always there when I really needed her. It is truly touching how they, till today, stand up
for me when I need them the most. Of course I could never forget Varsha who has been my best friend since we
were in Kindergarten. I really don’t know what I could do without her. I got to know people like Rajkumar Prateek,
Aneesha and Ishita recently and despite that factor they are one of my closest friends and I’m truly lucky to have
them as friends. Camps, Fieldtrips and Senior Sneak are memories that will never be forgotten. I would like to
thank the teachers for all the effort they put in to prepare us for our IB exams. I will definitely miss you and will
make sure that I visit after graduation. Last but not least, Mrs Tandon. She truly made Wissy a home away from
home. I could pour out my troubles and she was always comforting and responded to everything with spectacular
advice. I will sincerely miss you and your MIND-BLOWING cooking skills! Love you Ma’am!! KIS will be one of the
best memories that I have experienced and will be cherished in my heart forever!
- Rhea

- Rintso Tobgyel
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2012 ~~
Can’t believe school is over…and I have no idea how much am I gonna miss this… especially some really special people in my
life... Mundhuuu – BIO , ‘’ jhumu deewani ban k tere liye’’ ! 100 rupee note which I will always have… Peter – We will always
have a nice ‘’profile picture’’ together ! Ur the most huggable person ..:P Noor – Our random talks, Solvik.. ‘’guys’... formals ,
proms..thanks for always being there for me. Vickram- Ur always gonna be my brother and my only brother..
Nams – Thanks for being my roomy ! Troy - My bestie… My Drake buddy(life is a gamble) .. one who was always there
always. No matter what happened… I just wanna tell you… ul always be my bestie no matter what ! I wont forget u Ever ..
Sarah(Do 4 $) – ‘’My twin’’ , My second Bestie , My love…. we have gone through so much together and still ‘’are the same’’
, your birthday , our ‘’sleepover ‘’ fieldtrip , sneak , Sundays , won’t ever forget any of it ,”BEAUTIFUL MAA”…. I’l miss u Meri
JAAN.. Sri – You are the Best thing that has Ever happened to me! no one can replace you ever..[23rd]….
As for now I know I’m still missing a lot of people but still I would just like them to know that I love them and I am always
gonna be there and miss them like anything…and yes the last thing that I would like to say is ~

Jojo – Thank you so much for everything la. You’ll always
be remembered. ILY. Ana- Words can’t describe how
grateful I am for everything. Thank you so much and I
love you very much ☺. Mummy/Apa – My inspirations!!
Thank you so much for everything and I’m so sorry for all
the trouble, but I want you’ll to know that you’ll mean the
world to me. I love you both very much and I’m so lucky
to have you’ll in my life. Ashim – My other half(sr. Gan*just getting you back for what you wrote in your year book
:P) you know how I suck at expressing feelings, but I just
want you to know that I’m so grateful to have someone
like you in my life. Thank you sooo much for always being
there for me and you know I never admit this but yes I love
u very much :D. Kunzang - I couldn’t have asked for a
better best friend. These 18 years of friendship has taught
me a lot. You’ve not only been a best friend but also an
amazing sister. Thank you so much for everything Chomo.
Aunties (yanki,Peki, Tshelam,Chuki and Lhaki ), Uncles
- I Wouldn’t have made it this far without all your support
and prayers. Thank you so much la. acho’s, (yoesar,
Bruce,Chagop, dradul, Namkhar, Tobgye,) Ashim schuki,
neetu,Phuntsho,Momoka, Baby yangchen, Tenzee, Nawang,
Thai, Zhenphen – I Couldn’t have asked for better cousins.
I’m so glad to have all of you in my life. Karishma – Those
two years meant a lot to me and I’m going to miss you very
much. ILY Mendda,Zham,Sausage, Yitzinboss - I’m going
to miss you guys very very much. Thank you so much for
everything.. Phabs, jee,Zi, Tshema, Devayu ,Dani, , Bruno,
hansol , rosy, kunsang, Bhanja - keep in touch,. I’m going
to miss you guys. . Kalden– You’ll always be remembered
R.i.p, Dasho singye, Nadia , Rinzee, Ritsen, wangchu, - All
the best Just one more year to go :D take care. Aue Pemc,
raychen, Amul, Kilp, Chai –I’ll always remember those good
times. :D Mrs. Jp and Lawrence- Thank you so much for
everything. Class of 2012 – All the best :D

~Kodi you shall never be forgotten~

- Sampras Selvaraj
FOURTEEN years in KIS has gone by so quick. I remember the first day of school here
in KIS where I went into Ganga compound holding my sister’s hand for pre-school. I
thank my parents for being next to me throughout this time and have supported me in
everything I did. APPA – you were not only a father to me but also a friend. You helped
me overcome sooo many of my problems. AMMA – You were the one who pushed me to
strive for the best. You were the only one whom I showed all my anger on and I am so
SORRY for that ma. STEFF – I don’t know who told you and when they told you but you
knew everything that happened in school even before me. And I thank all of my teachers
from pre-school all the way up to the 12th grade for their help and support. They have
been a major role in my life which I can never forget and will be grateful to them.
Jose-(JAWAN QI JAWAN) da bikes, math at home, Tuesdays, Tamil, etc……..
Abhi- Sheks macha vacations, sleepovers, birthdays, truly

NANBENDA!!!

And both of you Shreya and Aashika; rooftops, Kodai club, House, and best of all English
class…..
Sidd, Rish, PG, Arko- Physics, Biology, RIO, Rajus, and Star saloon.
And the rest of my friends thank you all for giving me a lot of memorable times in this
place.
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- Shonali Ahooja

A lot’s happened over the past four years in Kodi but, if there’s one thing that has really stood out, it’s that I got to meet some
of the most amazing people I know… D’Lima, I’ve always told you this’d be the hardest part of my write up…Clichéd as it may
be, words cannot describe how much you mean to me… I know I joke about you forgetting me, but in all seriousness, if you do,
I will kill you...! Pranay, You’ve dealt with my incessant whining, been my punching bag and humored me while I contemplated
jumping of a building and still, even after 3 years of my antics, you manage to put up with me…! You have no idea how much
I’m going to miss you…Pallavi, I always say… If there’s anything I gained from two years of Art, it’s that I got to know you…
Read the fish, you know I love you!...Yash, I don’t think I need to remind you that no matter how many people come and go,
ultimately, it’s always you and me ;P… Siddito, you’s my drawing buddeh and my son “fo’ life” …Lao is there, always…! ...Nams,
I’m going to miss chilling and ranting about all our weird little problems in life… Nils and Bains, I’ll never forget all the times
we’ve spazzed out together, be it, mocking Bains about her “guys”, rowing, or stalking random people like V******a, Jashan
and Bryan :P ... Vashti, I anticipate the opening of our Café! Haha… I’m going to miss making elaborate plans together...YaMan, we’ve done and gone through so much.. “Raja”, Pune, T****i, sneaking in and out of Bob King (Yeah, we’re BAMFs like
that), Dua’s and Toons... the list goes on... Jazba, you’ll always be my bear! All I can say is Jazba+Shonali=Mohammed=Lame…
(If you know what I mean ;) )… Karan, you’ll always be my annoying cocky junior…yes, even after I graduate... And of course
the general flag green group, the “SB’s”- Lubna, My coke-buddy, Noor, my birthday buddy, Priyanka, Alysha, Aditi… The
Sausages (No Nathan, I’m still not one!), the general Art/Hampi group and the Drawing Buddeh’s!

- Siddhant Sawarkar

Sneek outs , the apartment , le roof and a general lack of the “sensibility ” component (something the IB forgot )
. The uncompromising need to do something stupid and then to resort to the yellow Ts .so heres a cheers to the
class of 2012 ! n here comes the doomsday wave .
I be Lovin the Rajus , le drawing buddies, the wannabe emo goth irish some unicorn ,2011 backwing ppl, all my
I D D s and the general flag green crowd
short lived sunshine lollipops and rainbows everywhere
bye kodi

It’s been four amazing years in Kodi and it sucks that it has to end… but as Dr. Seuss said, “Today was good. Today was fun…
Tomorrow is another one.”
Leaving Kodai is gonna be the hardest thing to do. I’ve lived here all my life and
there are a million memories that can never be forgotten.
Aashika-14 years… yeah da actually 14 years! Thanks for everything honestly
couldn’t have survived school without you. CUDO for sure one day… Don think this
friendship can ever end no matter how much any one tries!

- SivaRanjani
Veerakumar

Jose-1703, Thanks for always being there for me these past four years I really
couldn’t have gone through any of it without you. Thanks especially for making this
the best year possible. Till Infinity and beyond, forever and always.
Abhi- SHAKES! Macha I’m so glad I got to know you. All our bonding sessions and
all the advice was a load of fun this year..Thanks.. Don stress da! :P
- Shreya Gopinath

Pamps – Pamploo!! Thanks for taking all my annoying-ness.. Girl talks and stupid
PMS-ing fights will never be forgotten. And no matter what u say there’s never
going to be anything there. :P
Tv – Wifyyy…. Thanks so much for being there these past few years…here’s to all
the spazzy-ness and awesome fun we’ve had.
Jimmy-Chooo… Sorry about all the mean jokes here’s to your retarded-ness and
mine. Thanks a lot for being there for me.
Sai- Second semesters, advice, crying and thinking way too much, being your
punching bag, annoying you, ditching, hindi classes and doing all your workCouldn’t have done it without you. Thanks
Haeju- Machi Thanks for all the advice and being my ani…
Yash- WOW Man…So Here’s to all our long talks and philosophies about life it
somehow always made sense…Business class and missing your birthday I’ll make it
up to you someday for sure.
Mama, Dada, Mithu-Thanks for always being there to support me through
everything. I love you.
I love you all thanks for making Kodai so unforgettable.
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- Stephen Das
- Sparsh Sarangi

As I count the last few days of the exhilarating experience at KIS, Lord Tennyson’s immortal lines in the Little
Giddings come to mind:
“What we call the beginning is often the end. And to make an end is to make a beginning. The end is where we
start from.” We now have to make a new beginning.
How fast has time flown? It seems like yesterday when I first came with my parents up the hill to join the school
amidst the suspense of the unknown and the anxiety of staying away from the comfort of home away from parents.
The reputation of the school was the only assuring factor as I embarked on a new adventure among strangers who
soon turned friends.
The initial days weren’t party times; wasn’t love at first sight really. The initial struggle and forgettable moments
ultimately made way to a new harmony as I blended into life at KIS. The friends I made taught me the true
meaning of friendship that I did not realize before. They will remain my friends for ever. I have adjusted well, made
lots of friends, enjoyed studies and last but not the least, have had fun and lived my life to the fullest.
For a guy, an only child happy with himself and oblivious of the world around, coming face-to-face with reality was
challenging; somewhere the innocence and the simplicity were under stress. A few times one was led up the garden
path. But, that is what makes you a man and gives the confidence to look forward to a new beginning.
I have made full utilization of the academic and other facilities at the school and received excellent support from
all the Teachers. The School opened my mind to many aspects of life in the planet, which never concerned me
earlier. I am particularly fond of my dorm parent Kevin and all my teachers. The academic requirements for the
IB programme kept me busy and just provided enough time for a few memorable sessions of Cricket. Too many
things to remember, too few to forget; too many friends to keep in touch, too few words to express the many
emotions that go through my mind. Thanks KIS for a great time. I will truly miss the school, my friends and most
importantly, the life at KIS.
Goodbye……. :(

Kodi has been one of my greatest experiences. The people
I’ve met here will always be close to my heart. I want to
thank my friends and family for always being there for me
through everything. I’m really gonna miss this place. Thank
you, you guys, for making my life in Kodi so special and
worth remembering. Love you <3

- Tanvi Shriyan
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My three years at Kodai have been, well, eye opening. The story of life is quicker than a blink of an eye. For when we are
unable to change a situation, we force ourselves to change. Friendship is not a big thing, its a million small things. From
making friends to making memories with them to trying new things for the first time to weird camps to activities where
conversations will be remembered and looked back upon to flag green lunches to finally Fridays to insane Saturdays to lazy
Sundays to procrastination week days to long weekends to kodai homes to intense discussions to field trips to senior year to
saying “ahh still some time to go!!” to different/awesome year to new friends again to friends being closer than before to “time
please slow down” moments to “what the heck was I thinking” moments to senior classes and their antics to individuals who
will remain as family forever saying “antics, wow Stephen used a big word” to “Stephen what comes after two?” to my face
being -.- to me blaming Singapore to them rolling on the floor to “ADELLE” to awesome references to TV shows to troy and
abed to awesome one’s handshakes to promises to memories upon memories to future yellow slip to chao’s to the one who is
self-obsessed and my “oh right, yeah that’s true” ever hungry pal to ‘G’ and his nicknames to FC to Nakulex to boobie bumps
and massive hugs to ticklish boy to the ‘amazing bro’ to ‘brah’ to roomie love of which countless conversations could not last/
understand to realizing “leaving time is closing in”. It is interesting how in the language of the hand, hello and goodbye are the
same words. A perfect ending is all we want!
Sweet will be the memory of distant friends. –Washington Irving
Don’t cry because it’s over. Smile because it happened. –Theodor Seuss Geisel

- Sushant Gayawal
It’s been 2 years but I still remember my first day in Kodai. It’s
as if it was just yesterday that I climbed the hill and entered
the beautiful and scenic town of Kodai. I am pretty sure that,
when I will be reading this 20 years down the line I would be
nostalgic about the memories that I have cherished in Kodai. I
wouldn’t have had the most amazing 2 years of my life in Kodai,
if it weren’t for my parents. I would like to thank my parents for
giving me this wonderful opportunity to come and experience
the life at Kodai.
From the day I entered BW Mr.Kevin made me feel like I was
a part of another family. When Mr.Kevin left the dorm I felt
like there would be no one who could replace his fatherly
figure, but I was happy to be proven wrong by Mr.Winfred who
fulfilled that role.I would never forget the fun that I had with
my friends in Bartlett West. Every single day was something
to remember about; whether it’s Chandy who spent most of
his time in front of a mirror or Mudra who would entertain
everyone in the dorm with something or the other. Oh and how
can I forget the “Delhi” stories that we would hear from Karam.
The P90X jokes would just get better every time. Rajkumar
was the best roommate one could ever have. I would always
remember Billa’s superstar poses and Prateek’s laugh in the
background. Valentino was always there to start the “ganeriwal”
jokes. Without Charles’s Korean songs the dorm would never
be complete. Thanx to all these friends of mine, my dorm life
was the most memorable time of my high school. I would surely
remember the moments I spent practicing for the independence
event dance with Kunsang and Qismat.
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- Swati Mahna

Two years have already passed!!! It was fast!! I still remember my first day in school trying to bond with people
at CC. Coming to KIS was a totally different and a new experience for me and so I would like to thank my parents
and be grateful to them for sending me here to experience and learn about life. Right now all I can think about is
how to push the time further away and spend more time with my friends. Chilling out at Abys with Kadam, Billa and
Prateek or sitting in front of the library and teaching Angel Hindi. Getting in serious talks with Aneesha and teasing
Ishita about her marriage with… Going to Mad River and being called Ladoo Cheeks after eating Gulab Jamun with
ice cream by Ammu. Playing in the pool with Anna and Ammu and getting a slap on the face. Talking about Ganga
with Utu and she doing kuchi ku with me. Singing random songs with Mani and cracking Delhi jokes and laughing
among each other. My roommate Seldi calling out my name during study halls when I had my head phones on and
me not able to hear her (sorry about that) hehe… These are some memories that are very important and special to
me and I will never forget them. They are one of the best memories that I had here at KIS. I would like to thank all
my dear friends to help me make these memories and for always being there and standing beside me. I would also
like to thank all my teachers for being there and helping me with my studies and life.
I will miss all of you!!!! Love you guyzzzz XOXO

- Utpala Menon
Boarding school was unheard of within the confines of my comfortable dayboarding school in Dubai, where strict
schedules at school secretly hid the lax hours at home. My friends predicted that I was going to miss all the great
luxuries of this ‘Utopia’.
They were right food – I did lose out on lax schedules, shopping malls and not to mention, weekend Mc-Donalds.
Yet, I wouldn’t trade the past two years for the world. KIS students had their own way of fun –Our party’s where
BBQ’s in Quad, our Mcdonalds was Abbey’s and our shopping mall was the little Tibetan store down the street. Most
importantly , my peers ,dormates and community became my family.
Raju, Phattu, Billa , Kohli, Varsh, Rhea , Prity, Ishi, Seldie and Patti were an integral part of our very foodie Abbey
sittings. Binil ‘kutti’ was the anoying little lovable brother that I never had. Raj noogda – I’m going to miss our
‘Chandler bing‘ conversations and TOK tickling sessions! Miss Tandon was the multi-tasker dorm parent- my college
advisor, cooking guru and last but not least, a loving mentor. Ammu, Swat and Moula – The people I barely spoke
to in my first month at Kodi ; they now remain the very reason that makes Kodi very hard to leave (PS: Our 5 year
plan is still on).
Likewise, memories with the class of 2012 and the KIS community are bittersweet …well mostly sweet!

- Tejas Thomas
Kodi was a great, east was better and on the whole it was an odd experience so rather than
take names and pour on about how I will miss it , I think it’s best to simply say “ Kodi was great
, tc 2012 , Bye”.
- Varsha Kumar

- Trpta Bains
“The magic is as wide as a smile and as narrow as a wink,
loud as laughter and quiet as a tear, tall as a tale and deep
as emotion. So strong, it can lift the spirit. So gentle, it can
touch the heart. It is the magic that begins the happily ever
after.”
- Walt Disney
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I have been here for only two years and it’s been great! I will never forget this school because of all the amazing
memories I have had with my awesome friends. I would never have come to this school of it wasn’t for my
sisters and my parents and I love them very much. My friends and family have made my life spectacular! Thank
you everyone. I’ll miss this school very much :)
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- Vinay Ramesh

- Varun Wadhwa
“Kodaika….nal”, the first words that I breathed upon hearing the name where I was
supposed to join for my senior years in high school. I could not believe that in the entire
India, I chose to go to a school, located right in the south, given other IB schools within
my reach. However, I felt that it was worth giving it a chance.
My first impressions of Kodaikanal’s scenic spot and KIS’s location were what enraptured
me….as much as it does so today. Bear Shola Falls, Silver Cascade and other such places
silences the cacophony and chaos of traffic, bringing in an inner peace felt by many.
More than just strategic, the location of KIS in the heart of Kodaikanal’s city leaves
both tourists and students with an ideal location to live in. Being a student, the feeling
that I have felt in KIS is no more less than homely. Teachers, friends and all others
around me have given me a sense of elation, which every student would love to feel and
experience. The quad, classrooms, labs, chapel…..all will be sorely missed. Although I
am departing this place, I am leaving a part of myself here that would never ever leave
this place no matter what. I hope that KIS would continue to live up to its name and
academic position among other IB schools.

Dear Class of 2012,
I find myself writing to the whole class because I honestly can’t single anybody out and write about just them. This
entire class has changed me…not just one or two people, the entire class. You guys have made me smile, laugh,
contemplate, angry and even cry on many occasions. You guys are my family and I honestly don’t know how I’m
going to move on in life without you guys in it. I wish I could say something profound, but for somebody who talks
way too much, I’m shocked to say that I’m at a loss for words now. All I can say is that this isn’t the end. We’re
parting ways, but only temporarily. There are some bonds of friendship, forged here in Kodai which will never be
broken. No matter what happens, I’ll see you guys soon.
Love Always,
Vinay
- Viren Wadhwa

- Vashti Daniel

“…Dragon and Cat got into the car and drove to the pet store.
“I need to buy some cat stuff,” said Dragon.
“What’s your cat’s name?” asked the sales pig.
“Cat,” said Dragon.
“That’s a good name for a cat,” said the pig.
“I thought of it myself,” said Dragon…”
To all the Dragons, Cats and Sales pigs that have become a part of my
life through Kodi, and have put up with all my nonsense with grace and
love, thank you.
I love you guys, to Infinity and Beyond.
Atra du evarínya ono varda. Atra esterní ono thelduin. Sé ono waíse ilia.
When you get tangled up, just tango on.
It’s been splendiferous.
Thanks for the memories.

I was very excited when I heard I was going to a boarding school in India and these past three years in KIS have been
quite an experience.
Kodaikanal International School has offered me many things like the excellent teaching staff and various other facilities
including the quad, library, computer labs, covered courts and the bendy field. I will especially miss spending my time in
the library as it was not only a place where I was able to find resources and information without much effort, but also the
quite atmosphere helped me in finishing most of my work in time.
I have enjoyed being in Penryn, thanks to Mr. John. He has been a great dorm parent who understands us very well, been
very positive and always keeps everyone in great humour.
Right from academic, to extracurricular activities, I have made the most of everything that KIS has to offer. I have
cultured how to grow both physically and mentally as an individual and have learnt to maximize my valuable time. Even
after graduating from here, there will be many memories that will still remain intact. I have enjoyed being a part of SOEX
which has allowed me to take risks and challenge myself for the betterment of the environment. Mr. Varghese and Mr.
Plymale have definitely helped in making SOEX much more interesting which has aided us in becoming more aware and
socially active of our surroundings.
I will miss the entire KIS community.
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- Yeseswi Basnet

To start off with, I want to thank my parents for sending me to such a wonderful school with lots of opportunities.
Mama Baba, you have always been there for me every step of the way, guiding me and molding me into the person
I am today, being strong for me when I give up. I would never be the same without your love and support. To my
brother Aiushman: Through our annoying fights and irritating talks, we have always found a way to forgive each
other. We bring out the worst and the best in each other through every little task we’ve been through. I will always
love you and take care of you. To my friends: Thank you so much for being there for me every step of my journey
on this hill. You will forever be in my hearts and I will always cherish the memories we have had, I love you guys a
lot and you will always mean a lot to me.
- Yamini Paul

- Yeshey Tsogyal

- Yashonandan Mundhra

I joined KIS in 2004 and the past 8 years have been truly amazing. In my first year at KIS, I lost a total of 8
KGs – the food was terrible, I ate one lemon and ginger for dinner with Rinzova and cried under the castle. I also
remember Mr. Sarkar teaching me how to play football, always being the goalkeeper because I was big and eating
khakhra with Amul while looking at the field. The time when Sahil decorated our room with Bison bones was the
scariest night ever – I prayed for 3 hours straight. In 7th grade, we moved to Sherwood, my roommates were Sid
and Bruno. This was one of the best years of my life, everything about this year still makes me smile – spazzing out
and taking videos, Vora and Kilp doing all their wrestling moves on us and dancing in our underwear and running
around dorm, and running away from Jo. The next year, we moved to Lochend; I was roommates with Ricksel and
this was a very eventful years of my life – the highlights being our Indoor Lochend Cricket League, cycling around
the lake with Kimi and Siobhan and Sai’s pickles. From 9th Grade onwards – practicing the violin with Ananya,
talking to Shreya on the phone every Saturday night and exchanging quotes, seniors bullying me to talk to Qismat,
Kolaveri Di with Tino, Gay moments with Gotz, Vinay and Devraj, Mudra being my soulmate and shaving, Amsa
with Adwait, irritating ‘Aaloo’, teasing ‘Priya’ – ‘Hyderabad’, Shonals – telepathic moments, Singapore buddies –
Jazba and Trpta, Nadia – Naddii pu**y, ‘Putting off’ with Dheeraj, Bombay with Amul, Preet and Gandhi and all the
funny moments with Karishma (singing all night, talking to my nose and making weird faces – humanities :P) –
every moment has been one to cherish.
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Potato cheese momos, Paneer Bhurji (Menda☺ ), the hype of Dominos:P
and 100m dash:P (I’ll never forget that-Rintso -G- ), the weird noises
( Daveyu-____-‘), the unpredictable weather of Kodai, My ‘sarcastic’
dorm parent,Ms Ivy☺ and her FOOD!!! Zenden and Chicken>,<.Lezumebraces Heh!! Kunsang, who was always so supportive,Khandu and her
ever long hair...Peanut butter and jam, IB ART!(Bob King Studio and Mrs
Shand, thank you so much for your support) Canteens, Mr. ROY:D ,zow
(Tshongkha-palzom☺) the two love birds- Rinzee and Rintsen:P ,the usual
spot, the journey, the sunset…the little things that made my memories in
Kodai most memorable.
Thank you Apa and momy, and all the teachers who made a difference in
this two memorable years.
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- Yeswanth Katragunta

I think I do not have much to say, but there is something I must say. Actually, I am rather happy for graduating
from this place. Yeah, I like things which last short and sweet, but these days, I am feeling a special bond with
KOdy&school. Surprisingly, I was counting each and every second (not because I’m waiting to go home, as I did in
past) and feeling so special about it, you know why? Because I’m enjoying every second. The magic of Kody has
been unleashing on me. (It’s been delayed for me). I am not feeling sad for leaving this wonderful place, it showed
with picture perfect of what is life, of what is it to live like an independent person. Every single person in this school
had played an important role in my life dorm parents (Five in 2 Years. WOW), Friends (They are the best, otherwise
I wouldn’t have been BILLA), Teachers (Sorry, if I talk too much in class) and everyone, they allowed me to grow
up mentally & spiritually. Every single thing is a memory and every single memory is like antique image in our
minds that we can talk about when we have reunion. Trust me, if you can look at everything positively, you’ll get
best out of this special place. Well, I am Tho very proud of “gonna be an alumni” of this place with great history of
111 years and especially, to be a part of class of 2012, one should be lucky.

- Qismat Zaidi
Kodaikanal has been a journey full of ups and downs. If it wasn’t for the support of my parents I wouldn’t have reached
so far in life. Thank you dad, mom, sister, neo and junior for being with me and supporting me in every way possible.
Also Pema (bushy hair), Kunsang (muscle girl), Akansha (mountain feet), Bhagya (buff girl), Ananya (Giraffe), Khandu,
HaeJu, Jeehyun, Bohye, Christina (Mizo princess), Lezume, Preet and Yash have been very supportive and this journey
would have been incomplete without you guys. You guys were a part of my life and I will never forget you. Thanks to Mudra
(Bollywood), Sushant (susu), Karam bhaiya, Sai, Chandy, Sampras and Jose for always being the delightful ones and will
always remember you guys. ☺
Canteens*fights*arguments*CCD*tibs,*abys*Abbas*Khan*movies*Lower Boyer*noodles*bon-abon*chocopies*chachundar craziness*ooty trips with Kunsang and Bhagya*independence day dance(Kunsang, Mudra,
Karam, Lezume, Sangmo, Chandan and Sushant) will never forget those practices we had*Bangalore field trip*moments
where we laughed our asses off(Kunsang, Akanksha, Pema)* LMFAO….

- Young Wook Kim
It’s been 5 Years in Kodai…… it was incredibly priceless to me……
Grasses, Dirty Dining hall food, Lochend, Bruton, Bartlett West, Claverack,
Covered Court, Bendy, Tibs, CCD, Kodi Open, Ooty, Field Trip, Sneak,
MH3(MHFU), Basketball, DOTA, Family Dosa ^^, Iron Man, Indoor Soccer,
Formals, Proms…...

Now the time has come that we all will move on with our lives and go our separate ways, but I will never forget the
important people I have met in KIS. You guys have been like a family to me for 5 years and this bond shall never break.
Goodbye Kodai and Class of 2012. You all will be missed!!
XOXO Qismat Zaidi ☺
- Zain Hirani

It seems like history but it will remain as memories which will ever last.
Davin 좆자만ㅋ, Hansol Bin, Pranabh Bas’k’ett, Dhakhwa suji~, Prachet Rut’J’ers!!,
Best MH3 !!!!, Mudra Bollywood, Gothi ‘R’iverpool sux !~ , Brunaldo, Ake, Rhys,
딸스형, Krunal, Daniel, Tejas, Nabeel, Vasu, Fahad, Sid, Vishal, Elango, Tino, 쫀수,
떵엽이, 훈훈이, 예준사마, Wasabi, Tashi, Chance, Pi, Zahaan, Susu, Rajkumar,
Chandy, Govinda, Zain, Preet, Alcock, Walcock, Ghandhi, Karam, Abhishek,
Nagda, Vinay, Adhiep, Allan, Gill, Matthew Adwait, Nihar, Veera, Yung Mala,
Varun, Viren, Reza, Ali, Zenden Sexy God, Akansha, Pema, Kunsang, Bhagya,
Meghna.V, Sangmo, Karen, Rintso, Lezume, Menda, Qismat, Khandu, Zhambu,
Aneesha (my Genius Chem Partner :P), Aparna, Ape(Niina), Noor, Aditi 박지연,
현서윤, 짐슬이^^, 문지연, 이수현, 권보혜, 김지현, Kimi, Mahi, Ritsen, Rinzee,
Priyanka, 역호 리, Amp, Mo, Po, Marina, Sanu, Meghna.N, NiTin, Narain, Sriram,
Talib, Sangye, Chimmi, ‘Dick’sha, Ganga, Tsering, Ricard, 우리 동진이 (미안 하다
DongIn 아 고의가 아니였다^^), 최성수 개색히, 창퓌, 크리스, 동명이, 담배쟁이ㅋ,
주막이모, 제임이, Guy, John ….. and KFC……….
You guys made my Kodi Life so perfect…… I will never forget what you guys have
done to me…… and I will miss you all……
어머니, 아부지, 지난 5년간 인도에 홀로 온 저 때문에 맘 고생이 이만저만 아니었을
텐데, 정말 무엇으로도 표현 못할 정도로 사랑해요……. 그리고 죄송해요…… 이 못난
아들 꿈의 미쿡으로 대학가기 때문에 몇 년간 더 맘 고생 시킬 것 같네요…… 그래도
한번 믿고 기도해 주세여, 아주 무럭무럭 잘 자라겠습니다 ㅎㅎ.
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This is my second year in Kodi , I know it’s been a very short time here but these years have been precious. There are far
too many memories which I will never forget. It was my first time in a boarding school, I didn’t know what to expect, but
now that I’m graduating, things have worked out pretty well.
This semester has been nostalgic. It’s going to be hard to say goodbye to everyone and leave this place once and for all.
I think I will miss some things and certainly a number of people. Rosy, Dani, Da Vin, Papa, Prachet, Bruno (Kalu), Krunal,
Vasu, Siddharth, Rhys, Veera, Rintso, Reva, Akanksha and anyone whose made my 2 years here a memorable experience.
We will surely end up going in different directions and may never even keep in touch that often, but my friends over here
are the one’s I will never forget.
Time you enjoy wasting, was not wasted.

못난 아들 영욱이가……
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- Zenden Dorjee

- Mahi Chopra

“I’m gonna make him an offer he can’t refuse.”
― Mario Puzo, The Godfather
6th, 7th, 10th, 11th & 12th grade within a 250-word limit; Not happening bro ;) Throughout my time here I was
so eager to leave, but now that it’s actually time, I’m going to miss this place. So many memories (good and bad);
time just flew by. I can’t believe it’s finally time to take the next step.
HHGFL. Phelps. Wall. ZiKiBhan. Cyclops. Hogging. CCD. Lake. Statues. Kennedy. Sleepovers. Birthdays. Lazy
Sundays. After hours. Secret garden. A-room. Hill. Ooty. Bombay. Candy. Hindi classes (mary jane). Poondi. Field
trips. Kodai open. Canteens. Holland. Carlton. Long weekends…
Pimple Head. King Tubby. Psychobhan. Khandu. Kilp. JeeHyun (partner). BoHye (roomie). Red-Light district
(Rudolph). Wangchuk (hottie). Nams. Mang. Dark chocolate. White chocolate. Wifey!. Kunsang. Tseama. Naleym.
C. Devayu. and whoever I may have left out (sorry), thank you so much for making Kodai a special place, you guys
have embraced my high school years; I’ll miss you guys.

ང་གི་དྲིན་ཅན་གྱི་ཕམ་ ཨ་པ་དང་ཨའི་ དེ་ལས་ཨ་རྒས་དང་ཨང་རྒས་ཚུ་ལུ་ བུམོ་རང་གིས་ཁྱོད་ཕམ་ཚུ་ལུ་དཀའ་ངལ་དང་སྟབས་མ་བདེཝ་འདི་ཚུ་ ག་དེམ་ཅིག་བྱིན་རུང་
ང་རང་གིས་དགའ་བའི་སློབ་གྲྭ་ཚུ་ནང་བཙུགས་གནང་མི་འདི་ལུ་བཀའ་དྲིན་ཆེ་ཟེར་ཞུ་ནི་དང་ ང་ལུ་སླབ་བྱ་དང་ལམ་སྟོན་བཟང་པོ་འདི་ཚུ་ག་དེ་དྲག་དྲག་གནང་མི་འདི་ལུ་ སེམས་
ཀྱི་གདིང་ལས་རང་བཀའ་དྲིན་དགའ་འཚོར་སྦོམ་ཡོད་ཟེར་ཞུ་ནི་ཨིན།།
Nochu I’ll miss those random skype calls, and know that I’m always here for you.

Namgay, Thank you for being such an understanding person & someone I could talk to. P.S. I blame you for my
lack of sleep.
“Beginnings are usually scary and endings are usually sad, but its everything in between that makes it worth
living”. -makemestfu
- Zuki Tobgye
- Rhys Dev
Mom: Thank you for being the greatest support and a pillar of strength
in my life despite of all the times I’ve been hard and let you down
will make you proud! Prachet& Sancheti family: Bro, you and your
family have been god sent to me, these past years have been great
with you. Aunty and Uncle thank you immensely for believing in me
and supporting me. Hansol: From 9th grade till now from dorm, to
arguments, and esp football but most importantly thank you for always
being there, waiting to watch you play on TV, will miss you. Danny/
Aunt Sophie: Bro thanks for helping me settle down out here, thank
you aunty for all the help and support you have given me through this
year. KFC/coach: Best team I have played for, no team will match up
to what we have, it’s been a great ride guys &Miss, you have been the
best coach and mentor on and off the field good luck with your future.
East: Tc of yourselves and thanks for all the memories, hope to see you
guys soon. Ameer/Abhi/Josh/Pi/Beri: GRADUATE!! Will miss you guys.
Koreans: Will always savor the taste of your delicious food, hope to see
you’ll soon. Teachers: thank you for putting up with me& directing me
in the right path. MUN: We’ve been through it all, thank you for all the
times we’ve had, let’s save these memories in a bottle and relive it over
again. Distance means so little when you mean so much, will never
forget you, I LOVE YOU!!!!!!
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Being in Kodai for 5 years has been indescribable. To all the friends I
have made along the way, I am truly grateful to you all for everything
and for making me the person I am today. Mahi- We’ve had our times.
MANY times. But it’s what has made our friendship solid gold ☺. NiharMy number 4! I’m going to miss you so much, being retarded isn’t
nearly half as much fun without you. Revaloo- I trust that I will see
you again in the future in your jet plane ☺ I’m going to miss watching
movies and eating noodles with you as well as posing for your camera
☺. Devraj- I’m going to miss our heart-to-hearts where you’d actually
listen to my mundane problems. Wish we could have done it more.
Vishal and Tejas- My English buddies who have become my good
friends thanks for the entertainment ☺. Chubbert- Thank you for being
you and for everything.
I don’t really know what else to add except that these past 5 years
have truly impacted my life and I’m going to miss it.
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- Soohyun Lee

- Alysha Pinto-Lobo
This place made me realize who I was and who I could be.
Thanks to Jeeyeon Mun, Bohye Kwon, Jeehyun Kim, Leeseul Lee, Haeju Han and Jiyeon Park.
You all made my days in Kodi. We shall meet again in Korea. :)
Thank you for everything and love you, Worawit Singsomdee.

- Rishabh Bhargava

Has it already been 2 years? And was 6th grade 6 whole years ago? 250 words cannot do justice to the memories I’ve created at
KIS, but here’s my attempt..☺
~ Flag Green. Day1p5 snooze. Oh the scarves <3 . 6 am Rowing- Irfaaaan no pushups, my UTERUS!! Pallavi the cuddler,
Resume, skills: Can make bed in 5 seconds flat. Chocolate Cravings=Chocolate Biscuits. BigHugs&SloppyKisses. SOLVIK. SBs.
Lame Lubs on the Rocks. The cold, the heat. Math classes with Matt and Yams. Boyfriend drama. “Thinging”. Roomie bonding
night. Kay vomiting sunshine -_- . Gossip Girl&Castle. Yasho and his armpit obsession. IB sucking the life out of us. . Powercut=
NINJA Aditi. Baby, it’s cold outside. Tava’s and Amsa ☺ Hiding from S.V. Oh the HORRORS!! Mudra and SAVDHAN-Shadaap!
Aunty Aunty feat. The “Ickie story” ROFL. Tino’s bullcrap theories. Vinay’s voice. Chicago <3 Sunday is pea day. Pallavi’s
suitors. Sreeneganesan- Be Indian, buy Indian. Priyanka’s illogical restrictions. Professor Ray, my guiding light in history and
math. Dheeraj always trying to “get some” (no avail, obvio. :P). Grease is the word. History about Hungaria. Gaad, Fuggh Yah.
Nihar, concave bum. Prosti the PHLEGMINGO. Kodi Drama. COUGH COUGH. GangGreenGang. Die Hamlet Die. Gothi the pigeon.
Cheechee Boys. Laughs, tears.. No regrets. ~
Big hug to all at home who kept me going: Maa, Dad, Rohaan, TAS, Bucks and Pinchka ☺ Love you guys more than words.
LOVE LOVE LOVE. X

- Ishita Agrawal

I’m gonna miss Kodi. The Rajus, East, life in general. I cannot remember what I was like before Kodi, nor can
I imagine being anyone else after it. Kodi will be carried through, in my blood, in my mind. After all that we’ve
been through and all the stuff that has happened in this place, I still don’t regret a thing. April Prime Time (APT),
Amsa, Flag Green, being jobless in School, Pink Floyd, Solar Plex!, Yellow T shirts, Shedde the Troll (or is it Me?),
Antisocial Nathan, Rosy what the hell are we doing in life?, Reggie and his damn clock, chilling in third unit, ‘getting
water’, Akil being paranoid, NERDZ… (drool), Pamps, Me n PG’s shopping sprees, Vicky, Pulpy orange, Nil’s Unicorn
awesomeness, Trptas mingling with gay boys, Shonal’s monays, SNEAK (16/03/2012, Delayed Gratification, You
guys are up to no good…. ), chilling with Peter in Bartlett, Sid’s chick problems, Arko’s weird random stuff, PG’s
retardedness, Sahil’s suicidal tendencies, Bakshi’s HUZZAH, 11th Grade chilling in Ganga (PORK), TT with Mama?,
surviving on French toast, First Day in my room in East (12th) - Bloody influences ;), IB making us lose our
reasoning skills, Gotta pass… I’m not even close to mentioning all the memorable things in this school, but to sum it
up, I have to say, I love you more than anything Kodi and I’ll never forget you.
“If you could be either God’s worst enemy or nothing, which would you choose?”
― Chuck Palahniuk, Fight Club
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The Climb up the hill now comes to end. Memories both sweet and bitter, moments both sad and cheerful and adventures
both tough and exciting flood into my mind, as I come to mark the end of my journey in KIS and embark a new one. Life
at KIS has been a short trailer of what life for me, hereafter will be. Flashbacks of the past are a true picture of the future
for me and I know that whatever I learnt from this school and the people here is something I couldn’t have possibly
received from anywhere else. And as I start my journey down the this hill for the last time ever, I know I won’t be going
empty handed but there will be this aroma of nostalgia around me which I will treasure for the rest of my life just as if
they were my own soul, to remind me that the adventure begins again!!!!
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- Arko Dey

- Mikhail Fernandes

HOLA! After spending over 8 YEARS at KIS, I can’t believe that I’m graduating. Time has really gone by in a flash!
I can still remember the first day I entered the 5th grade classroom as if it were just yesterday. I remember being
this small, completely lost kid at my first day of school at Kodai. There’s so much that has happened over the years
and these are memories I’ll always treasure for the rest of my life, whether they were good or bad. During the time
I’ve spent at Kodai I’ve been able to establish so many friendships; which will never be forgotten. Kodai is truly a
place that will never be forgotten. When I first joined KIS our class was around 20 kids and now it’s expanded to
about 128 graduating seniors. Well, I’m definitely going to miss my fellow friends and the people who’ve seen me
grow up in this school. This is what made Kodai a special place for all of us. Most of all, I would like to thank my
parents for all they’ve done for me and another thanks would go to all MIS AMIGOS for an amazing time at Kodai,
hope to see y’all soon!!
¡ADIOS, AMIGOS!

- Seldron Lhundup

PALA and AMALA
Thank you for always supporting me and believing in me in whatever I do. (:

- Pallavi Kainady

GENLA
Thank you for all the things all way from the beginning to the end of the two years of my life in Kodaikanal
International School.
And lastly to all my FRIENDS here in KODI – my life would not have been the same without you guys !
The experiences will always be treasured…..
GOOD LUCK with whatever you do in future !!!
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- Jason Dechamps

- Prateek Agarwal

“I HATE THIS PLACE!” is what I told my parents when I first arrived at KIS. But today, coming to KIS has been
one of the best decisions taken by me. FUN, FRIENDS, MOVIES, ABYS, CANTEENS, make up my life at KIS. Before
coming to KIS I had one home, after coming I had two homes, and after I graduate from this place I will have a
home in every corner of the world. Coming to KIS I have made friends, without whom, I can’t even imagine a day
passing by. Sharing infinite moments with each friend over the past two years has made me love Kodi like never
before. Listening to my roommate BILLA’s Telegu songs and Shagun’s Indian idol performances in the morning,
I start my day. Seeing Mudra’s constant Bollywood performances I dream of becoming an actor one day. I will
remember times, with Rajkumar when we used to watch late night movies, discuss OA, Ghajini, cook random stuff
and times when I dealt with his PMSing schedules and Airhostess acts, and times when Sushant used to dream
about his Marathi-Korean collaboration. I will miss being the Green Retard and hanging out in my free periods with
Rhea and Varsha. I will miss kodi’s unpredictable weather, and sleeping for hours in weekends and then going for a
lunch at Abys. Kodi has taught me how to enjoy life. I will never forget this experience and the friends I made here
“ I LOVE THIS PLACE”.

- Jose Selvaraj

Tant de souvenirs se sont ecoulés ces 4 dernières années, from BW to PR to CL and back
to PR..
I guess I should have taken my mom seriously when she told me ““ would cry when taking
the bus to Kodai, but never as much as that last time, when I had to say Adieu.”
From Hiking, to SoEx to Fly Baba’s to Chennai tournaments to B’lore robotics to 80 Miles
to grilling crabs on Tahr Camp to lazy Sundays, to cramming up Chemistry at 3:30 to Film
Class Dinners at Dash’s… from deep conversations with George Varghese to re-shaping
the world with Jazba for the past three years, to thinking about ways to stop the time with
Dhanishta. Rowing single scull with Habibi, visiter le cimetiere a 3:00 du mat’ avec Sid, the
rape score (and it’s laptops) of room number 1 in Penryn, each and every place in Kodai
holds a memory.
Du 28 Octobre 2009 jusqu’a ce jour avec Jazba, ce qui fait de nous la relation la plus
longue de l’école, ou encore l’éternel support maternel de Dhanishta, ce fut plus qu’une
experience pour découvrir un autre continent.
It might be time to move on, but I strongly believe a bit of us lives in each of those
memories we leave behind, only for us to retrieve them when we come and give back to
Kodai a fraction of what it has done for us.
Moreover, I need to thank my parents for sticking in there, 4 years across continents,
keeping up with the French-African-Indian travels, the monthly skype calls, the fights, I’m
glad we stuck in there till the end.
:f <3 :F
“Time to pretend” - MGMT
- Jazba Singh
Kodai thank you for raising me and making me the person I am today.
From the first person I met ( Shonali ) to the first teacher I hugged (Mr.Punoose)
the first person I cried to ( Ms.Luy) and the first person I cried for (Mrs. Mary) the
two people who cared for me

A million unforgettable memories from 98 to 2012 at KIS. Friends, family, teachers, school, Kodai is simply of what
we’re made of. The friends I found here will remain forever. The amount of fun and the crazy things we’ve done
here will be the best memories. I’ve been here my whole life and I don’t know how I’m ever going leave this place.
Walking into Elementary on the first day of school seems like just yesterday. Kodai is a place I will never forget and
I will always look forward to come back sometime. It’s hard to believe that the time has already come to graduate
and move on, “Do not go where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail.”- Ralph
Waldo Emerson
Abin – put nation, “save the children”, mdu, satins, Tyler – 10 mile, 220, long nights, naked hill, Pamps – SS spot,
music fieldtrip, M behind AH, ‘nanbe da!’Sam – Germany, wavin’ flag, ‘night is young’, Sai – “dai towel”, “macha
uncle’s here”, ferry point, curry noodles with Sriram & Veera – “macha don’t snore!”, Shreya – HIMYM, Apache,
quad shot, 80 mile, Forever & Always, Das – “time bro” Paps –“thums dance nation da!”, dot. ‘Enna koduma
saravanan ithu?’

( Kevin and Christine McLeod ) and the one person I sang with ( Devraj ) the four
greatest roommates ( Siobhan, Tenzin, Mahi, *kimi* ) bear with the best dragon
momos ( Jason) the one person who inspired me (Mr. Varghese) and the one
person who made me laugh ( Yash M) the person who’s got my back( Vinay ) to
the two people who have seen too much ( Yeseswi, Tanvi.) The group of people
who have stood by me ( Namita, Lubna, Priyanka Yamini,Noor, Pallavi Aditi,
Karishma, Alysha) the person who makes me high ( Aashika) My first formal date
(Pranay) the one who’s tea I steal ( Vashti), my incredible psychology buddies
( Aneesha, Swati) and my long lost sisters who should never grow up ( Kirsten
& Jessica) my favourite junior ( Mirei) . My Lady in Channel ( Ms.Dash) and my
birthday buddy ( Ms. Beth D) to my exchange roommates ( Flick and Anuka ) my
very own Spanish mother ( Ms.Isabel ) to the greatest seniors ever known.
In the confinement of your stone walls you hold the greatest family ever known to
me, my Kodai family.
Thank you for gifting me this amazing education Dad. Mom would be proud of us.
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- Siddhart Singhi

- Sai Krishna Chittoor Krishna Reddy

IT’S BEEN A GREAT AND MEMORABLE JOURNEY!
THANK-YOU FOR EVERYTHING…
GOD BLESS.

- Pranay Gothi

These five years in Kodi have been a dream. I’m not going to be able to write about all my experiences so this is
just for the few people I’m never going to forget. Bruno, how’re you going to deal with another roommate and all
the assignments he won’t do for you? Vinnie...3,2,1...(I know you’re doing it right now.:P) Austin you still have to
come up with a nickname for me, stop being cryptic :P. Nihar, we’re the best Fifa team ever, and just so you know
if we lost to Sparsh I’d never have spoken to you in my life cause you’d be a real cow :P. Devraj, my first friend
in Kodi, so much has happened on the way, the most epic moment will still be “willugooutwimme” in MS library,
I’m never going to let you forget that. Mudra, I still can’t believe we didn’t watch that world cup final together,
2015 eh?(Agar tu samlainghik se bachkar rahe tho :P) Sushant, ‘Jhewda thujha dund ahe, Thewda maajha...LOL.
Karishma, “Oops I did it again” is kinda inadequate but its probably the best way to describe you so I’m gonna
leave it at that ;). Mundhra, how can I leave you out of this write up, I know you’re the only one who’s gonna get
this but I guess you won :P. Shonali, times running out and I still don’t do the touch wood :P. You’re the reason
Kodi was so special and I will never ever forget that.
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These past six and a half years have been great. I have no idea these years went by soo quickly, coming to Kodi
Is the best one of the best things that happened to me. To sum up all of the memories I have about Kodi and the
people here is not possible. So firstly I would like to thank my parents for making this possible and for always
being by my side when I needed them. I would also like to thank Mr.Thomas, Mrs. Selvaraj , Mr. Brian Johnson,
Mr. Kevin , Mrs. McLeod and Mr. Sam for always being there for me and guiding me through these years. I would
like to apologize for anything I might have done to offend or hurt you , I could not have done it with you guys. Last
but not the least the thing that makes Kodi the best place on earth My friends, Sid, Yash, Bruno we have known
each other since 6ht grade I would not have persisted here if not for you guys. I just wish Bruno was there for the
fun weekends: D Qismat, Akanksha, Bhagya and Ananya I have no idea how we became friends lol but you guys
have always been there for me and I hope we keep in touch in the future. Jose, Shreya, Sampras, Abhishek and
Aashika dear macha and machies we made it, no suspensions or expulsions. The dosa’s Shreya made screwed us
over but it’s all a memory. Zuki, Mahi, Nabbeel, Vishal its been great knowing you guys, I know we might have
had our differences but I will always remember you guys. Sriram and Reuben lochend would not have been the
same without you guys, I Just hope you guys graduate lol kidding. I will miss you guys soo much. Passang & Nitin
pls remember the great words The great LALLU Said the last drop always falls on the pants :D. Jeehuyn, Zenden
, Menda, Rintso, Vinay, Devraj, Nihar, Adheip, Pranay, Danny, Rhys, Prachet, Zain, Rosy, Davin,Kim, PAPA, Anil
, Sunil , Raja its been a pleasure knowing you guys hope you have a successful future. Akash, Nihal, Stephen,
Pranabh, Hansol, Chandan, Wangchu, Kimi, Reva and Veera. You guys have been there when no one else has. I
could not stress the the role you guys play in my life I just hope you guys know I respect and look up to you guys.
A Person is nothing more than the friends he makes, and sure as hell have made good friends. Haeju Han, the past
two years you have helped me see a different side of me, and thank you soo much for ALWAYS being there for me
and helping me through though situations. When it all comes down, IT’S JUST A BAD DAY NOT A BAD LIFE. Thank
you all once again for making me a part of your lives.
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- Nabeel Israr Khan

- Vishal Manu

- Sarah Devamani

Big Bird, Field Trips Magic Burn, Perfoom-Perform, Artying, It Girl, If We Ever Meet Again, Wi-5, Hey-Shaat Up,
Shaet, Assholé, DKNY, Biology, Pine, Alphabet, Prayer, Car Rides, Balcony, Chutku, Trust Me, Actually, Troy, Ya
Getting Older Now, Cool Bro, Braces, Markers, Learning How To Hug(Piya), Choir(Aashika), Multi-Lingual, Dingle
Hoper, Chullo, Dirty Boy, Do 4 $, Hakuna Matata, Cow(Karuna), If It’s Not Too Much Trouble, Stale Oranges, 5
Game Rules, Alike in So Many Ways, Fell In Love With Your Accent But Got Over It When I Actually Heard What
You Were Saying :P, Toothless, Daughter, Son and Son’s Bestfriend, Pscyh Class, Ms. Ivy And All The Yummy
Food :), Thank you Kalvi - I love you, Listen, Alley, Hey Maybe, Yah Life!!, Bus Stand, Peter Peter Pumpkin Eater,
Sleepovers, The Skating Place, Geezers, Beautiful Ma, Prince, Mariamma’s Face(Layla, Pooja, Ayetri, Kim Kim),
Lemme See Ya Grillz, We’erd, Scare Crow Dance, Coconut, Emergency Chocolate, Palace 304, Lake, Psychic Sidekick. So much more that I can’t remember right now. Good times and bad times were all experienced here, but
I guess that’s what made it all worthwhile. In all those moments, there were great people to share them with. It
has been an awesome 4 years of my life, thanks to everyone who made my experience at Kodai so memorable. Will
miss you all. All the best and have a great life.

- Reva Mahapatra
I never expected my 4 years of Kodi to end like this but I’m glad I realized who my true
friends are. I’m going to miss so many moments and people who have changed my life.
I can’t imagine not looking at Kimi Mahi Zuki and Hae Ju’s faces first thing in the morning
and spending time with Da Vin, Sai, Nihar, Mun, Soo Hyun, Jeren, Niina, Stephen,
Devraj, Sarah, Yeseswi, Shreya, Aashika, Jose, and many more. I’ll miss that night with
Veera, Kimi, Devayu Bruno and the nights during long weekend.
I want to thank so many people for all the opportunities they gave me starting from my
parents who sent me here to my friends who have always been there for me and lastly to
Davin who always supported me and waited for me no matter what.
After the next two months, things will change and I might not see half of the people
from Kodi, but I will always have a special place for them in my heart.
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Im gonna miss Kodai. I spent most of my life here for the past 5 years, and it is going to feel odd not
having to come back here, as I am so used to living in this place, but as we know life goes on and
these will be our memories of our school life in Kodai. I will remember the people I have met here, the
scenery, the town and the experiences I had here in general. I also want to mention that I am grateful
for what this place have taught me ,the friends who have been there through good times and bad times
and my dorm parent, for being considerate and understanding to us.
- Christina Hauva

Four years in Kodaikanal and the connections that I made with this place and the people in it has been remarkable.
The more time I spent in this amazing place made me feel more connected and a closer part of it. When I first
joined KIS I felt extremely uncomfortable to go around doing my work and progressing through school but as time
progressed things changed. I started to feel like a part of the community that surrounded me and the place itself
seemed really nice and accepting. Even though things barely went the way I wanted it to be close friends and
family helped me get through it. It was the people in this place that made this entire experience worthwhile.
Some of the unforgettable memories that I will carry from this place as I depart will be spending time
with close friends at our own places, hiking, playing Ultimate Frisbee, sleepovers and other activities. The years
spent in Kodaikanal have gone by extremely fast. I barely could imagine myself at this position writing my final
words before completing my years as a School Student. I would like to conclude by saying that Kodaikanal has
been an extremely significant part of my life and I will never forget this place, the people in it and this school. I am
extremely grateful to my friends; you know who you are and my family. Without you guys I would have never been
able to make it through all this way. Thanks a lot and see you around.
- Abhishek Krishnamoorthy

Hey there Arcadian...what is your profession?
*i am a potter sire..*
you..what is your profession?
*sculptor sire*
and yours?
*blacksmith sir*
SPAAARTAAAANS......WHAT IS YOUR PROFESSION???
AAAAHUUUUUU.....AAAAAHUUUUUUU......AAAHHUUUUUUU......
Hey! Who’s that Handsome guy?
911 Emergency...There is a handsome guy in my house
Wait a second..cancel that...
huh..
hah...
huh..
It’s only me..
Man I’m Pretty!!
- Abraham Chandy
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Kodaikanal

KIS

Kozha

amma & dada

pa & maate

friends

SPIS
didis and bhaiyas

teachers

chechis & chettans

aunties & uncles

Mussoorie

Woodstock

nanijis & nanajis

auntoo

St. Mary’s

MIS
Kottayam

Varanasi
mamis & mamas

Little Flower

Congratulations!!!

Yamini Paul 2012

Pune

Best wishes for your
onward journey

Muscat

To our precious
daughter Lezume:

The Much Anticipated, Defining
Moment Has Finally Arrived: A
Day to Remember, Reflect, And
Cherish, As a High Point In Your
Book Of Golden Memories.
“Wishing You A Very Happy And
A Wonderful Graduation Day”
To The Faculty Members & Entire
Staff: Thank You For Your Selfless
Dedication, Care & Guidance Over
The Years.
Our Daughter will Hold High &
Value The Wonderful Academic
Years Spent In KIS - Experiencing,
Debating, Scrutinizing, Analyzing
And Absorbing True Educational
Values - Amidst The Inspiring
Splendour Of The Kodi Hills!
We Love u,
Apala,
Ashim Cheoni,
Acho Jigdel,
&
Mummy
Thimphu - Bhutan.

MULTI MOVING SYSTEMS
choose the right move
Packing | Moving | Storage

Congratulations
and best wishes to
the Class of 2012

Capt. Jaya Devan
Managing Partner
No. 27/13, West Madha Church Road, Royapuram, Chennai – 600013
Tel: 25980353, 25980354, 25980552 | Fax: (91) 44 25980232 | Cell: 9840071201
Email: captmms@airtelmail.in
Website: www.multimodal.co.in
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